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UNB and city react to taxi driver’s murder
Arrest made after 32 
hour investigation
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Pat FitzPatrick V
The Brunswickan

Whether they were friends of 
murdered taxi driver Doug Maclsaac, 
acquaintances of the accused, taxi 
drivers or simply students who rely 
on ta ;s as a means of transportation, 
Fredericton’s first murder in over a 
year hit close to home for many area 
residents.

Sheona Doyle, a student in the 
UNB Faculty of Education and shift 
supervisor in the Student Union 
Building, regularly called Standard to 
request that Mr. Maclsaac be her 
driver. Maclsaac’s murder hit 
especially close to home for her, “I 
think of Doug as a friend. I take 
cabs all the time and he drove me 
home quite frequently. I can’t believe 
he’s dead, let alone that he died in 
this manner. It’s sick, it really is.”

A female student at UNB, who 
wished to remain anonymous, also 
took the death to heart. “I didn’t 
know the victim, but how he died 
makes me shudder, 
thing's for sure - I’m not going to be 
sharing cabs with anyone 1 don’t 
know,” she concluded, referring to a 
common practice in the taxi industry 
in which taxi drivers will pick up two 
fares at the same time. Her 
sentiments were echoed by a number 
of students the night after the murder.

Danny Gibson, a second year Arts 
student at UNB, was also upset by the 
killing. “We just took Standard. The 
worst is that it happened close to my 
house - that’s scary as hell. Why did it 
have to happen to some cabbie who's 
just trying to make a living? They don’t 
deserve the stuff that happens to them.”

Perhaps the most poignant 
commentary came from David 
Boutelier, a Standard cab driver and 
life-long friend of Mr. Maclsaac’s 
who gave one of two eulogies at 
Wednesday’s memorial service. “It 
was a brutal, senseless murder, all for

L Pat FitzPatrick
The Brunswickan

Residents of the 200 block of 
Charlotte Street, a quiet downtown 
residential district popular with 
students, awoke Friday morning to 
the unsmiling faces of the Fredericton 
City Police knocking on their doors.

Police were seeking information 
that could lead to an arrest in the 
early morning murder of Douglas 
Allen Maclsaac, a driver for Standard 
Taxi.

The investigation ended some 32 
hours after the discovery of 
Maclsaac’s body, when police arrested 
20 year-old Jason Barth Young in 
connection with the murder.

As near as can be reconstructed to 
date, Maclsaac’s last shift on duty 
began uneventfully as the quiet, well- 
liked cabbie drove a colleague home.

At approximately 1:00am. Standard 
dispatcher Milton Cogswell 
dispatched Maclsaac to 633 Windsor 
Street, “Windsor Palace,” opposite the 
Faculty of Engineering at UNB.

Contrary to previously published 
reports. Sergeant Tim Cane, 
spokesperson for the Fredericton City 
Police, states that Maclsaac picked up 
only one person at 633 Windsor 
Street - the cabby’s last known call. 
According to Cane, the fare requested 
to be dropped off at 262 Charlotte 
Street. Five minutes later, at the end 
of a $2.50 ride, Maclsaac’s cab arrived 
at that address and stopped 
responding to radio calls from his 
dispatcher.

When Maclsaac did not answer 
dispatch calls, Cogswell became 
concerned and ordered his drivers to 
begin a slow, street-by-street grid 
search
of the downtown area at
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Police cordon off the murder scene last Friday morning following the slaying of cab driver Douglas Maclsaac. Between twelve and fifteen investigators worked on the case, including dog 
handlers and forensic experts. The tiventy-year old accused man will be back in court on Monday. 1Pat FitzPatrick photo

\just don’t do that.” “If there’s one enjoyed golf and enjoyed the ponies. 
“It’s damn hard work for four thing I wish people would keep in I’m still remembering the scrawny

the sake of a three dollar fare. People at you...” 
just don’t understand. If they could
only see from our eyes on a Thursday, bucks an hour. Could you do it? mind here it’s that Doug is more than little red-haired kid I grew up with
Friday or Saturday night. The stuff Ninety-nine percent of the public a victim of butchery. He was a real when our dad’s were stationed back
that goes on downtown is ridiculous, can’t. We’re taken for granted and if person, a kind-hearted, decent human in Germany.”
You have people jumping on your cab, I learned one thing at Queen’s or in being who had hopes and dreams,
lying down on the street, swearing 26 years in the military, it’s that you who loved a good poker game, to death.

See also page 3; “Cabbies respond
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Arts students to have own SocietyCampus radio under scrutiny 1and their friends were appointed 
executives.”

A tentative executive is currently fat 
place, but Nesbit said elections will be 
held later when voters are more familiar 
with the candidates and their 
capabilities.

Also, she would like die new AUS to 
be involved with the community as part 
of a “well-rounded Arts education.”

“The AUS could hear ideas and put 
on events. Why don’t we have an Arts 
formal? We don’t even have the photos 
of all the graduates hanging on the 
wall. I want the AUS to force people 
to get the most out of their degree, to 
know that it is going to get you farther 
in life.”

Nesbit would particularly like to see 
first and second year students becoming 
involved with the Society.“We targeted 
them because they don’t have to accept 
a completely fragmented faculty They 
can make the faculty what they want.”

However, she added, everyone is 
welcome. “Participation is completely 
open. If you’re in Arts, you’re in the 
society.”

Society, but that’s not enough. Some 
groups are collapsing,” she said, citing 
French and Philosophy as examples. “If 
you bring them togedier they’ll have 
more strength.”

Nesbit said Johnston told her there 
had once been an AUS but it had 
collapsed. “So we’re completely new. 
There are no returning members. What 
people tell us is what we’re going to do.”

Response from the Arts 
Undergraduates has been excellent so 
far. “It’s much better than l expected,” 
Nesbit said. “People are taking 
responsibility for where the faculty is 
and trying to change it. I think we’re 
going to be able to work together to 
make the Arts faculty a hell of a lot 
better. Even now, with our first two 
general meetings, there are a lot of 
people I’ve never met, who have lots of 
great ideas and enthusiasm.”

Although she says she’s “interested 
in hearing what students have to say,” 
Nesbit has some ideas of her own on 
how the society should operate.

“I want a completely different kind 
of leadership from before when people

Business Representative Matt Hanrahan 
made a motion requiring the Executive 
to arrange a presentation to council 
from CHSR. “We have to make sure 
that we look into this issue fairly and 
in-depth,” said Hanrahan, adding that 
he didn’t want to see council rush ahead 
die way it did with the football question.

Reaction around the table was 
mixed. Representative Rodney 
Chaisson said he didn’t see a problem 
with putting the question to students. 
“If you have a referendum and ninety- 
nine per cent of students say they don’t 
want it [then we go by that].”

However, Law Representative Cathy 
Clark did have concerns about a 
referendum. “There are no guidelines in 
the bylaws for a referendum in terms of 
validity and quorum,” she said. Clark said 
if two per cent of students vote and half 
of them don’t want to support the radio 
station, “Well then you’ve got the voice 
of one percent of the students.”

“If you’re going to go to referendum 
you’ll have to clarify this issue,” said 
Clark.

See “Campus Radio" page 4

Cynthia Kjrkbythe UNB Student Union to continue 
funding such an organization.”

Knight told council that in the past, 
Executives concerned about poor 
listenership at CHSR had considered 
programming to be the main issue. 
Now, he said, the Executive recognises 
another problem. “The administrative 
structure of the radio station is the 
source of a majority of problems that 
have taken place at the station,” he said.

Knight asked council to provide the 
CHSR Board of Directors with a 
mandate for change by the end of 
January of the new year.

“This mandate will include that the 
radio station develop a plan for 
significant change with regard to the 
structure of the radio station and the 
role of the membership in the 
administration as the Board of Directors 
sees fit,” said Knight.

Finally, he told council that the 
Executive would be prepared to ask 
for a spring referendum question, “as 
to the feasibility of funding a campus 
radio station.”

As a result of Knight’s statement.

Mary Rogal-Black
The BrunsivickanThe Brunswickan

The Arts Faculty is composed of nearly 
1500 individual undergraduates and 
Meghan Nesbit is taking steps to make 
it one group of individuals.

Nesbit, a third year student of 
Economics and International 
Development, is resurrecting the Arts 
Undergraduate Society. “I was talking 
to Deborah Johnston (Coordinator of 
Student Support Services) about some 
of the concerns I had with the faculty 
over the lack of unity and morale. 
Students, for a large part, are just 
individuals because there’s nothing to 
belong to, and I wanted to change that.”

“I see other faculties are getting 
benefits like formais and grogs. 
Collectively, we pay over $150,000 in 
Student Union fees and we’re not 
getting anything back from that, not 
because the Engineers are more 
important, just because we’re not 
asking,” Nesbit said.

“You’ve got your Sociology Society, 
your Psychology Society, your Poii-Sci

Despite its low listenership, CHSR may 
soon be getting more attention, as 
student council considers whether the 
radio station is serving students.

Following months of turmoil at the 
station and after what Student Union 
Executives say are numerous complaints 
from students, VP (External) Anthony 
Knight asked council to think about 
the feasibility of funding CHSR.

“UNB full-time undergraduate 
students contribute more than $70,000 
to a campus radio station annually,” 
Knight told council in a meeting on 
Tuesday evening. “We see the potential 
that this resource represents yet there 
is a concern of the executive that the 
station is not serving a majority of 
students.”

Reading from a prepared statement, 
Knight said that the Excutive was 
concerned about meeting the needs of 
students. “That is why this executive is 
asking this council to consider taking 
action in deciding if there is a need for
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Ballots available 
Saturday's at the bar

Don't Miss Lost Class Bosh UJed Dec 4
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North Rmerico'sTribute to 
The Rolling Stones

For members and guests only

$9& 95One 12" Pisa with 2 toppings 
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Christmas Computer Specials! .
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$250 PST Rebate Available and 48 Month Loan at Prime +1% Available 5
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BestBuy
Business
Imagine PISS
IBM P166 CPU 
16MB RAM (Up To 512MB) 
21GB E1DE Hard Drive 
2MB PCI MPEG Graphics Cart 
1SV28 Nl Color SVGA Monitor 
1.44MB Floppy Owe 
33 SKBaudVtioe Fax/Modem 
SX EDE CD ROM 
1084 Sound Card

BestBuy BestBuy
Power Pro
Imagine P200 ImegeStaden $99 Pro200
Intel Pentium 200Mhz CPU Intel Pentium Pro 200Mhz CPU 
16MB RAM (Up To 512MB) 32MB RAM (Up To 512MB)
21GB EID6 Hard Drive 21GB E1Œ Hard Drive 
2MB PO MPEG Graphica Card 2MB PO MPEG Graphics Card 
19- 28 NI Ookx SVGA Monter 15" .28 NI Otter SVGA Monter 
1.44MB Floppy Drive 1.44MB Floppy Drive
33 6KBaudv3ce Fax/Modem 33.6KBaudWce Fax/Modem 

8X EIDE CD ROM 
1684 Sound Cart 
20WMAmpMed Speakers 
2 Serial Ports. 1 Parallel Port

BestBuyBestBuy
Student Family V

tStImagine PI 20
IBM P120CPU 
8MB RAM (Up To 512MB)
11GB BDÈ Hart Drive 
1MB PO MPEG Graphics Cart 
14“ .39 Nl Color SVGA Monitor 

Floppy Drive
14.4KBaud Voice Fax/Modem 
4X EIDE CO ROM 
1684 Sound Card*■ ^------■?- fV ,-li-iaMunmeoe apeewere 
CoretCompton's CD Bundle 
2 Serial Porta, 1 Parallel Port 
Mtni-TowerCeee. 6 Drive Bays 
104 Key \MN95 Keyboard 
iwicroeon windows 
2-Button Serial Mouse 
One Year Fun Wwranty-Extondable One Year Full Wbrranty-ExL

lease $45rtno.

Imagine PI 33 ^^ —

MSLfll
éÊÊmaam

16-B4 Sound Cart

_ mg'.■'

ImigiBeokHM- InagtfookPI»8X EIDE CD ROM 
1684 Sound Cart 
20 WWt AmpWed Speetere 
Corel/Compton's CD Bundle
2 Senal Ports, 1 ParaW Port CoreVCompton*» CO Bundle 
Mini-Tower Case, 6 Drive Bays ATX Mid Tower Case 
104 Key WNB6 Keyboard 104 Key VWNB5 Keyboard
Microsoft Windows 95 Microsoft Windows 95

On*Ye*FunWOrrenty-Exlendetile OwYwr^ûïvilmrty^xt OneYW^Swïmnh^Ext

InW Panbum 120 Mhl Proceeeor HUM PcnCum 1» MM Pwnmni 
16MB RAM, 256KB Ext Cache 16MB RAM, 256KB EitCedie 
1.1GB IDE Hard Drrre 1.1 OB IDE Hard O*»
2MB PCI Qiephtes Accatonaor 2MBPCHliapMKAccaMralB>
ii.rsvoAeooieooix»ia™ 12.1" svoA6oa«eooAflfc«
1 44MBFtopreOhve lldernel 1.44MB Plopw
6X CD ROM Olive Internal 6XÇDROM DdvdlnWnal
16 BkSMreo Audio. Ou* Speak» 16 B« SMrco AudfeOudl 8peah» 

LaeielKWma inhered EMM TranaMr Port Irdraied DM TranMdt PM
1 Serai Port. 1 PdipMet Port 1 Soriil Port, 1 Paradai PM
1 Typo lit or 2 Typo II PC Caid SMs 1 Type III or 2 Type II PC Card SMM
nner» 2.1". ueo n»ng"x2.v, eet*
Touch Pod PoMMO Oevk» Touch Pod PoMMfOPlHdt
66 Koy Keyboard, NiMH Qatar/ 86 Koy Koyhooid. NMH Battery
Microooft AAndoM 95 CD A Manual MfcroocRVWndowpBSCOSMMuM

Wssp
2-Button Serial Mouap Ulcmaoft Horn and Why 2-Button Serial Mouee

Wcrpcoft Start» Hat»
AND

Compton'» Infraetlva Bneyelopadla 'ST 
NEW 1867 EDITION Featuring:

More than 40.000Artel#», Photo», Sound»

$3195$19961—wn* $2495$ 1795 Leoaottttthno.$1395 LeeaelêlAma

3
5^osÉÛ 13 Moor Showroom, 285 Restigouche RiL, Onxnocto, H£.OBilgiwdler

itaerFud warranty - (BdandaMe) 1 YenrFiA Wrardy .(Brandebtt)

446-3335 $2995 $3995Member of the 
Intel Inside Group

Microsoft Authorizes! erLewWBne. arUMotUMne.
100% Cmiadlan 

Owned www.justimagine.comI MA< ; I NJ V. mmMicrosoft* 
Window) 95end P#TVH"T• Dtv of TFE kntuotrloM Inc.

I

Toonie Movie Presents
“COURAGE UNDER FIRE”

Wednesday, 
NOVEMBER 27th
at 7:00 and 9:30p.m.
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STARRING: Meg Ryan & Denzel Washington
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Arrest made after 32 hour investigation Cabbies respond to death of fellow driver
al 1

approximately 2:30am.
See “Arrest made after 32 hour 

investigation” page 3
Continued from page 1 

The search came to an end shortly 
after 3:00am when a fellow Standard 
driver, proceeding slowly down 
Charlotte Street, noticed Maclsaac’s 
cab. Parked in the long, narrow 
driveway close to the rear apartment 
of 262 Charlotte Street, the cab’s 
engine was still running, its headlights 
were on and the driver’s side door 
was open. (Mr. Maclsaac lay next to 
his vehicle.)

Fredericton City Police were 
| I notified and on the scene within 

minutes. “The first officer responding 
secured the crime scene, called the 

j shift supervisor and began a cordon. 
| From that point on, no one else was
i allowed in to or out of the area,” said

“Further police force members turned off and towed away. Their 
were required to maintain the destination was the underground
unbroken chain of evidence,” said garage of the Fredericton City Police
Cane. “One member is assigned to force’s station on Queen Street, where 
the continuity of all exhibits - all of they were to be swept by police 
the evidence must go through that forensic experts. Blood stains were 
person. The body must also remain visible on the rear passenger window 
one person’s responsibility, and that and the rear door on the driver's side 
member must remain with the body of the late model Ford Tempo, 
up to the conclusion of the autopsy.”

The process of gathering physical a van belonging to a local electrical 
evidence was long and methodical, contractor. Although neither the 
continuing long after the removal of company or its van had any direct 
the body and concluding some twelve involvement with the crime. Cane 
hours after police first appeared on stated the vehicle was seized as it was

believed the suspect may have come 
into contact with it. The vehicle was

mm
.
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& Also removed from the scene was

»gi
Physical evidence may include 

potential murder weapons, blood, removed to the City Depot’s secure 
hair, fiber and fingerprint evidence bay to be swept by forensic experts.

Despite the physical evidence, Cane 
states that “good, old-fashioned 
police work” was the decisive factor 
in closing the case, when the FCP 
began the process of sifting though 
tips recorded on the hastily 

j established TIPS line and contacting 
informants, as well as examining and 
interpreting the physical evidence.

| In a revelation that many city 
j residents have found surprising, no 

information of any use to the 
investigation was gathered from the 
Charlotte Street area residents, in

| 95
_ PLUS as well as anything left at the scene 

by either the perpetrator or the 
victim.
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"And they stretched for more than a mile...” - cabs in procession to Maclsaac’s memorial service. Inset: Dave Boutilier delivers 
the eulogy.

The following statements were made by 
Fredericton area taxi drivers in the wake 

of the slaying of Douglas Allan Maclsaac.
All drivers wished to remain anonymous.

Pat FitzPatrick PhotosmÜiE “I just missed picking up Doug’s 
last fare. If I had been just a little 
faster arriving at my fare’s address 
on Windsor, then I would have gotten 
the call. It’s scary as hell - any one of 
us could just as easily have picked 
up the fare. And it’s not like we 
haven't had problems in the past. 1 
had one guy reach in from the back 
seat and try to take my cash one 
night. I have handcuffs, so I put one 
on his wrist and the other end on 
the steering wheel and ran to get the 
cops. But it scares you. it really does.”

“I’m not worried, I carry protection.” 
* * *

“I’m not in favour of putting up 
plexiglass screens - makes it seem like 
we're driving down the streets of LA. I 
think that sends the wrong message out. 
Really, this is probably just an isolated 
incident.”

• yry 8 ; sm "4:;A) I“Its too early to tell how things are 
going to go. I know we’re all looking 
over our shoulders. A lot of us will be 
asking single passengers to sit up front 
with us tonight. This has scared a lot 
of us, especially seeing as it came so 
soon after another driver was whacked 
over the head by two girls and had his 
cab stolen."

sharp contrast to the number of 
useful tips recorded on the TIPS line.

According to Cane, “It was kind 
of remarkable that in such a quiet 

4 area, no one heard anything at all. 
É Police officers either woke most 
H people up by knocking on their doors 
II or area residents awoke to see our

m * * *

“If Frank McKenna is trying to drag 
us into the 21st century, he’s going to 
have to be ready to deal with the 
consequences. We’re feeling unsafe out 
here. We need some safety standards: 
we need some protection.”

s! ,v
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ft cars parked in the area."
“The people living closest to the 

Biurder scene were no more than 15 
feet away and did not hear a thing. 
In reality, though, it’s not that difficult 
to realize that people living 
downtown hear horns blowing and 
general commotion at all hours, 
especially on a Thursday, Friday or

5ib/e m Maclsaac was ‘decent and kindly’ mant*
**

Maclsaac was a Nova Scotia native,bom Maclsaac has been described by all who procession of taxis through the 
in Hazel Hill, Cape Breton.The son of knew him as a quiet, decent, kindly downtown core in his memory. Cabs 
a Canadian Forces family, Maclsaac individual, whose passions were golfing from around the province were in

attendance.
Maclsaac is survived by his parents, 

when his father was stationed at CFB Wednesday at 2:00pm in the Canso Stella and Joseph, an aunt Mary Johnson, 
Gagetown. A graduate of Oromocto Baptist Church in Cape Breton. A and cousins Gerald and Willard Johnson. 
High School, he decided to remain in memorial service was held at the same Donations to a memorial fund 
the area when his parents moved back time at the Lower Lincoln Baptist established for Mr. Maclsaac may be

Church, where Mr. Maclsaac was made at the Standard Taxi office in the 
A long-time Standard driver, baptized, and was preceded by a Industrial Park.

v.I grew up in Germany and moved to the and harness racing. 
Fredericton-Oromocto area in 1965 Maclsaac’s funeral was held this past^ At left is Constable Houglison, Fredericton City Police forensic expert crossing the police Saturday night." 

* lute. Inspector Shane Clowater, head of the Criminal Investigation Division, is at far right.» Headed by Inspector Clowater, the 
Pat FitzPatrick photo investigation was coordinated by 

Detectives Copp and MacKnight, 
members of the Criminal

:
ï to Nova Scotia.According to Cane, a great deal of Investigation Division, who also 

physical evidence was recovered at presided over meetings of the 
the scene, including what police investigative team held throughout 
believed to be the murder weapon, the course of the day Friday, 
and a pair of gloves that may have With cooperation from the RCMP 
had blood on them. Cane went on to and Military Police, the investigation 
state that the gloves in question were also continued throughout the day in 
recovered from the 200 block of Nova Scotia, Ontario and other areas

of New Brunswick,. The local 
According to sources connected to investigation included checking out 

the case, the murder weapon was the myriad of tips received and 
some form of knife. interviewing Charlotte Street

Although police will not confirm residents as well as residents of 633 
or deny the existence of DNA Windsor Street, 
evidence in this case, its absence in a Events took a decisive turn after

* Cane.»kP13) The police did call for an 
ambulance, but medical workers at 
the scene quickly determined 
Maclsaac was dead and, according to 
Cane,“there was therefore no reason 
to remove the body until the forensic

*n 133 Mht Pnomor 
256KB E*t Cache 

Hard Ditoe Provincial Court Judge Patricia Young did not enter a plea as 
Cummings if he understood that he defense attorney Patel requested an 
was being charged with first-degree adjournment in order to familiarize 
murder in connection with Maclsaac’s himself with the case. Young will be 
death.Young, who is from Pugwash, back in Judge Cummings’ court 
NS, did not make eye contact with Monday, November 25. at 9:30am, at 
anyone in the court, including which time it is expected that Patel 
members of his family who were will request a formal psychiatric 
present. assessment of his client.

number of local and provincial media 
outlets,Young was then involved in a 
re-enactment at the scene.

When asked for comment on 
whether this meant Young had 
confessed to the crime, Cane said, 
“That’s all a part of the investigation 
and will come out as a part of the 
court case.”

At approximately 6:00am, Young 
was formally charged with first- 
degree murder in the death Douglas 
Allen Maclsaac and a morning court 
appearance was scheduled. Police 
appear satisfied that Young acted 
alone, stating they are not searching 
for additional suspects in the murder.

Despite numerous rumours 
regarding the motive for the crime, 
the Crown Prosecutor's office has 
requested that police not release what 
they believe to be the motive. Sources 
close to the investigation have been 
tight-lipped.

Young, who is approximately 6- 
foot-2, 210 pounds with a shaved 
head, mustache and goatee, appeared 
in court stone-faced, wearing police- 
issue hooded paper coveralls and 
black boots.

In court. Young’s only words were 
“Yes, Your Honour,” when asked by

1800*600 Acbve
Oteptey

jpy Drive Internet
1 Drive Internal
a Audto,Ouel Speakers 
■ Transfer Port 
U Parallel Port
2 Type II PC Card 
V. 6.96e. 

totaling Oevtes 
Hoard. NiMH Batawy 
tadowe 95 œs Manual

S
portion of the investigation was 

£ complete.” Saunders Street.
In cases such as this, the 

•ï» investigation begins with an emphasis 
$ on the collection of physical and 
J. forensic evidence at the scene of the 
w crime. Accused was quiet, well-liked$ mUMsHaAno.

Thus, initially, some twenty-five 
officers were assigned to the case.B.com crime such as this would be unusual, the 7:00pm meeting of the 

Such evidence may, however, be of investigative team, after which police 
limited use at trial, since the suspect felt they had sufficient cause to bring 
has an identical twin brother. Jason Barth Young in for questioning. 
Although DNA varies from person 
to person just like fingerprints, Mexicali Rosa’s, a downtown 
identical twins have identical DNA. restaurant where he was employed as 

According to Cane, however, the a prep cook and dishwasher, 
existence of a twin was not a Investigators, who entered from the
hindrance to the investigation, front of the restaurant, removed
Young’s twin was in Nova Scotia at Young via the back door so as not to

draw attention to the incident.

Young is the son of a Baptist minister 
from Pugwash, NS. He attended Saint 
John High School in Saint John, NB., 
and graduated from Pugwash District 
High School in 1993.

Young spent much of his childhood 
in Saint John, where he was friends 
with Peter J. Cullen and Charles Teed, 
both of whom are now Arts students 
at UNB.

“I was in the District Jazz Band with 
Jason. He was a good kid - quiet and 
well liked. I have no idea when he 
would have gone through the radical 
changes which would have been 
necessary if he was the one who 
committed the crime,” said Teed.

Cullen’s memories ofYoung are similar. 
A friend of the accused since grade three, 
Cullen said he cannot fathom how the

quiet boy he knew could have changed 
so radically.

“If he’s responsible. I don’t know what 
could have gone wrong,” said Cullen.“It's 
a long way to go from getting into trouble 
for making paper airplanes in grade ten 
math class to being arrested in connection 
with such a brutal murder.”

After graduation from high school. 
Young received a scholarship to the 
Royal Military College of Canada at 
St. Jean in Quebec, which he attended 
for one year before resigning from the 
school after one year of study in 1994.

Young has since been employed in 
the service industry, most recently as a 
prep cook and dishwasher at Mexicali 
Rosa’s, where he has been described 
as “an average employee, no better or 
worse than any other.”

r including dog handlers, forensic 
experts and a core of twelve to fifteen 
investigators. The crime scene and 
area was cordoned off. From the 
outset, the investigation was under 
the command of Inspector Shane 
Clowater, head of the Criminal 
Investigation Division.

“The investigation began with us 
attempting to glean as much physical 
evidence as possible from the scene. 
Dog handlers were brought in to do 
an initial search for those responsible. 
From there, we began the search for 
physical evidence and continually 
widened out the search area. 
Additionally, the entire crime scene 
was extensively photographed,” said 
Cane.

Ur

i. Young was apprehended at

»ftW

*»
ti the time of the murder.

At the beginning of questioning.Although most of the physical 
evidence was gathered early in the Young requested legal advice and 
investigation, police evidence Manu Patel was appointed as defense 
technicians were still hard at work attorney. Investigators questioned 
into the early afternoon, when the Young through the night, culminating 
cabs previously driven by both with a pre-dawn visit to the scene of 
Maclsaac and the driver who the murder.
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According to reports carried by adiscovered his body were at last

Commissioner wants new 
legislation protecting privacy

Aquinian: better morale after Chief’s departureV

27th a#

with the paper since the attempted whether or not this is all in the best and a figure of authority.” 
impeachment and her resignation, interest of the paper,” she added.
“Tracy was very good about it. We 
agreed it would probably be best for is. “The paper's been running more coming out and it’s coming out very 
her to complete [Wednesday’s] issue smoothly now,” he said. “It's better well," MacDonald concluded. “We’ve
since she was already Editor-in-Chief organized.We have direction, stability, stuck with it." 
for half of it. For the most part, 
people with bad feelings or grudges 
kept them to themselves.”

“We’ve been having a blast,”Jarvis 
added. “There’s no tension in the 
office anymore. The staff has a great 
time working together. We’ve been 
getting things done for the next issue, 
way ahead of time. All of us are 
working together more because we 
do have [Tracy] missing.”

This sentiment was echoed by Scott 
MacDonald, one of The Aquinian’s 
Layout Editors. “I think the paper is 
stronger now that everyone’s trying 
harder to get the paper out.”

Carr is pleased with this extra 
effort. “That's pretty much what they 
needed. It’s just too bad that they 
couldn’t do it while 1 was there.”

Carr does not intend to continue 
to work with The Aquinian. “I don’t 
think we're going to be able to work 
together very well,” she said. “There’s 
too much suspicion and hard feelings 
floating around in there.”

“We’ll just have to wait and see

Cynthia Kirkbv
“People’s opinions of The AquinianThe Brunswickan

MacDonald seems positive that it are kind of torn but the paper’s still this," Phillips said.
Phillips called the proposed 

legislation a good beginning, but only

Gordon Loaneft
The BrunswickanKm. Staff and editors at The Aquinian are 

pitching in to fill the gaps in its 
Editorial Board.

Wednesday’s edition was Tracy 
Carr’s last. Carr was Editor-in-Chief 
from September until her resignation 
on November 13.The Editorial Board 
sought to have her impeached at the 
Board of Directors' meeting on 
November 6, but the BOD had 
decided to allow her to remain as 
Editor-in-Chief on a probationary 
period until January.

Managing Editor Adam Jarvis will 
act as Interim Editor-in-Chief until 
The Aquinian’s bi-elections on 
December 2.

The position of Entertainment Editor 
has also been vacant since Alex Hachey 
resigned earlier this month, for reasons 
not related to Carr’s presence.

Former Features Editor J. Scott 
Forward also resigned, following the 
Board of Directors’ decision not to 
impeach Carr. He said, however, since 
his resignation was contingent on 
Carr’s, he will still be working at the 
paper and may appeal his resignation.

According to Jarvis, Carr has been 
“ very professional” in her dealings

Federal and provincial governments a beginning, 
need to introduce new legislation 
which will protect privacy rights and would be re-enforced by the office 
personal information gathering, the of a Privacy Commissioner.
Privacy Commissioner of Canadal The New Brunswick legislation

Citizen identity cards could prompt 
abuse of power and less privacy

ï
Similar to the job Phillips holds at 

the federal level, a provincial Privacy 
Speaking at Saint Thomas Commissioner would act as an 

University, Bruce Phillips called on ombudsperson, independent of 
the general public to push their government control, 
elected representatives to get new 
legislation in place as soon as 
possible.

Phillips pointed out that Quebec management of their personal 
is the only province in Canada where information by government.

At the federal level that can involve

says.

kind is going to be demanded of us to 
give us a more reliable, unique, identified 
system.

“Is the day coming when we will 
not really be able to live in this 
country without a national identity 
card to prove who we say we are?,” 
Phillips asked. “How long would it be 
before every store, every company, 
everybody you do business with would 
demand that card?”

Phillips pointed to the many 
experiences in this century particularly 
in Europe as a reason for opposing 
identity cards.

“We have seen how easily states have 
abused their power and how readily 
minor officialdom and bureaucracy can 
find new ways of playing with citizens 
by demanding diat they continue to prove 
who they are by producing a card.”

"Let’s not get to that stage.”

Gorixan Loane
- The Brunswickan

t*’V;
The Privacy Commissioner would 

attempt to resolve any problems 
citizens might have in the

Canada’s Privacy Commissioner is 
opposed to proposals being considered 
by some provinces and the federal 
government that would require each 
citizen to carry an identity card of some 
sort.

n
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privacy is protected in both the 
public and private sector.

The federal government and the

* a lot of information.Bruce Phillips told an audience 
attending the Dr. Bernie Vigod 
Memorial Lecture in Human Rights 
that a number of provinces are 
considering that very issue right now.

“I also assume you know there are 
officials in the government of Canada 
who want to go the same way,” he said.

Phillips said he is worried that once 
again we are creeping up to the idea 
that soon we are all going to be 
photographed, fingerprint imaged or 
that some other bodily sample of some

“Every person in Canada has 
provinces of Ontario, Saskatchewan, somewhere between 25 to 30 files 
Alberta and British Columbia provide somewhere in the archives of the 
privacy protection for citizens who government of Canada," Phillips 
deal with government but not with noted, 
the private sector.

J

? Phillips also said that the federal 
Similar legislation is currently government is now proposing to 

being considered by a Committee of update its privacy legislation by the 
the New Brunswick Legislature but year 2000. 
it would only cover the government 
sector, not the private sector.

4 “While 1 realize that changes to 
the legislation are complex, I do hope 

“1 do hope they go ahead with they can speed it up a bit,” he said.
■
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Council
‘Corporate politics’ are costing students National awards for UNB studentsMary Roc.ai -Biack

The Brunsmckas Candidates for the Special Corporate 
Awards for Canada Scholars are 
evaluated on the basis of academic 
standing, course content, institutional 
recommendation, extra-curricular 
activities, and career plans and objectives. 
An independent committee of experts, 
convened by the Association of 
Universities and Colleges of Canada, 
selects winners on behalf of the minister 
of Industry and the presidents of the 
sponsoring companies.

Two UNB students have received 
national recognition for outstanding 
achievement in their undergraduate 
studies. Colleen Hobson and Heather 
Redstone, both of Saint John, NB, are 
1996-97 recipients of Corporate Awards 
for Canada Scholars.

Valued at $1,000 each, the awards 
are sponsored by Canadian corporations 
to attract more of this country’s 
brightest students into areas of the 
economy where their skills are most 
needed. Candidates must be in their last 
or second-to-last year of undergraduate 
study and hold a Canada Scholarship 
in Science and Engineering.

Hobson is the winner of one of 10 
GE Canada Awards. This award is 
designed to recognize excellence in 
electrical, mechanical and chemical 
engineering, and to reward Canada 
Scholars who have demonstrated strong 
leadership skills and abilities. A fourth- 
year mechanical engineering student, 
Hobson plans to pursue graduate studies 
in biomedical engineering. She is the 
daughter of Roy and Doris Hobson.

Redstone, a senior biology student, 
received one of 20 Her Royal Highness 
The Princess of Wales’ Canada 
Scholarships in the Biological Sciences. 
The objective of this award is to foster 
excellence in the field of AIDS 
treatment and prevention research. 
Redstone, who is the daughter of John 
and Lorraine Redstone, plans to attend 
medical school after graduation.

Both Hobson and Redstone have 
grade point averages of 4.1. A letter 
grade of A has a 4.0 grade point value.

James Budrow I JThe Brunswickan mmTrish Davidson,VP Student Services, 
reminded council that the UNB SU 
gives out two scholarships valued at 
S500 each year, based on academic 
record and volunteer work. Davidson 
added that the volunteer work does not 
have to be associated with the SU, 
although councilors and others involved 
in SU activities are welcome to apply. 
The awards will be made next term.

Davidson reported that UNB students 
in Moncton weren’t included on the 
health plan this year because of a clerical 
error. She said that those students will 
be added to the plan and can receive 
retroactive payments for any expenses 
covered by the plan that the Moncton 
students had incurred so far in the year.

Anthony Knight,VP External, said 
he was pleased that the awareness 
campaign, “Mr. Premier why don’t you 
want me to work,” had been getting a 
lot of media coverage. The campaign 
aims to raise awareness of student loan 
regulations that deduct 80% of part- 
time earnings from student loan awards. 
“Hopefully we can see some change 
soon,” said Knight.

Monique Scholten, VP Finance, 
reported that she and the Honoraria 
Subcommittee are about halfway 
through the job of figuring out 
honoraria awards. Scholten reminded 
councilors to apply for honoraria if they 
felt they deserved it. “If you don’t think 
you’re worth it then we don’t either.” 
$60,000 is awarded each year to 
students who volunteer for Student 
Union and associated organisations.

President Joie Hellmeister said she 
had received some complaints in the 
past week about council’s decision not 
to publish the Student Directory this 
year. “I’ve had a lot of students come 
up to me demanding the Student 
Directory,” said Hellmeister. She asked 
for more feedback from councilors and 
further debate on the issue.

Business Rep Matt Hanrahan, Law 
Rep Cathy Clark and Forestry Rep 
Blair Saulnier all said that students they’d 
talked to weren’t overly concerned about 
the decision not to put out a hard copy 
of die Directory. Hanrahan said it was 
too late in the year and the money was 
better spent elsewhere, although students 
would like to see the Directory next year. 
Clark and Saulnier said that since their 
faculties put our their own phone books. 
Law and Forestry students won't miss 
the Directory.

Arts Rep Sarah Mullaly said students 
she spoke with were relatively upset that 
the Directory would only be available 
online. Arts Rep Shelley Wells said that 
the change was hard to swallow midway 
through the year and suggested that 
council do a shorter print run of the 
Directory to get it to students who would 
appreciate it. Wells moved a motion to 
that effect, but it never came to debate 
since the motion to reconsider last week’s 
decision was defeated.

The Liberals are favouring big business 
at the expense of students.

This is according to Svend Robinson, 
Member of Parliament for Burnaby 
Kingsway. Robinson spoke at Saint 
Thomas University’s Holy Cross on 
behalf of the New Democratic Party of 
Canada on November 20.

His topic was the state of the country 
to date. Since the fall of 1993 when 
Canadians voted in support of an 
overwhelming change from the 
corporate politics of the Progressive 
Conservative Party, the Liberal Party of 
Prime Minister Jean Chretien has 
instead remained on track with policies 
[such as NAFTA and the GST] that 
support the interests of big business, 
according to Robinson.

“The Liberal’s purpose has been to 
spark the economy by downsizing the 
federal government’s involvement in 
publicly funded programs like 
unemployment, public broadcasting, and 
funding for post-secondary education,” 
said Robinson.

Robinson used the example of a 
one hundred forty percent increase 
in tuition over the past ten years. The 
result has been a huge debt load for 
those students heavily dependent on 
student loans, with the average debt 
being $24,000 at the end of four 
years. Such a burden prohibits a 
graduate’s ability to repay their loans 
and the stress of such a debt load 
discourages students, he said.

Since 1990 some 35,000 graduates 
have declared bankruptcy, Robinson 
said. The government’s response was to
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\ i Continued from page 1

Engineering Representative Darren 
Thompson questioned the time line 
suggested by Executive. Two members 
of the Executive, Joie Hellmeister and 
Monique Scholten, sat on the search 
committee that chose Tony Sekulich as 
the new Station Manager in August. 
Thompson asked whether they expected 
that was ample time for change. 
“Management seems to be the thing in 
question. I find it interesting that 
[Hellmeister and Scholten] thought he 
was going to change things,” he 
commented.

Thompson also said he felt that CHSR 
suffered from student apathy, a problem 
student council has complained about 
frequendy “If you put the question out 
to students, ‘Do we need a Student 
Union?’ a lot of students would say no," 
Thompson said. “We need to look at 
ourselves. Everyone’s aware that there’s 
a lot of apathy on campus. It’s a much 
larger issue than CHSR.”
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Svend Robinson, MP for Burnaby Kingsway, spoke at STU Wednesday about the
Drew Gilbert photostate of the country to date

establish a law that forces graduates to 
wait at least two years before they can 
legally declare bankruptcy. Robinson 
sees this as one example of how the 
government of Canada has lost its 
credibility as representative of the well 
being of Canadian citizens.

“The government has come to be 
controlled by corporate Canada,” he said. 
“By pulling out of public involvement 
the government has allowed these areas 
[such as education and health care] to 
be privatized.This allows the businesses 
who control them to exist unregulated

and it is obvious that they have the best 
interest of profit in mind - not the well 
being of their employees or those in need 
of their services.”

Robinson said the problem is that 
those areas of public interest which are 
being privatized are necessary to sustain 
life in our society.

Robinson ended his talk by noting 
“When the government steps back 
and allows private interests to 
dominate the public’s well being it 
becomes irresponsible, illegitimate, 
and futile.”
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tQuote of the week: “The 

Consumer’s Guide is online if you type 
in the proper fields or letters or 
sequences you can get it.” VP Student 
Services Trish Davidson. Davidson, who 
said last week that “come hell or high 
water” students are going to have to 
get used to the web, may be interested 
to know that that mysterious 
“sequence” is called a URL. Get that 
girl a Cyber Geek Handbook.

Davidson may also be interested to 
find out that the online edition of the 
Consumer’s Guide contains only the 
preface information. No survey results 
have been posted on the web.
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Behind the smokescreen: secrets of cigarettes
Why Smoke? Smoking may 

increase resistance 
to Parkinson’s 

disease

.
i «

Sonya Buyting Most people heard how bad smoking 
was when they started. Why do people 
ever start?

“My friends used to smoke so I tried 
it and I liked it. I got addicted." - Henry,

^ J
;s. The Brunswickan

s Radio V Smoking was once thought to be a 
fashion statement and a health benefit. Sonya Buyting

The Brlxshickaxpage I
esentadve Darren 
led the time line 
ive. Two members 
e Hellmeister and 
sat on the search 
: Tony Sekulich as 
inager in August, 
ther they expected 
me for change, 
to be the thing in 
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olten] thought he 
nge things," he

We now know that the latter is not 
r true, and the former could be argued.

Picture this you have tobacco (and 
other chemicals) wrapped up in paper 

* with a filter at one end. This stick is 
« lighted and the tobacco is burning, 

making smoke. You put the filter end 
of the stick in you mouth and inhale. 

I In the process of inhalation, the smoke 
goes through your mouth causing your 
teeth to turn yellow and your breath to 

*« - stink. The smoke proceeds into your 
lungs. You are welcoming foreign 

j, chemicals, including carcinogens into 
your body. This could cause anything 

iiV from heart problems to lung cancer then 
m once you have got all the goodies out 
Si.- of the smoke, you exhale the leftovers 
r out of your mouth or nose. Aaaahhh, 

i • you get a calming, euphoric feeling, and 
you looked cool in the process. You will 
have the smell of cigarettes on your 
clothes to demonstrate to everyone that 
you have taken control of your life. You 
have chosen to smell and taste like an 
ashtray, look like a dragon, and to induce 
possible health problems. But it is your 
choice—it is a freedom (for anyone over 
19 years of age).

20.

“I was probably curious ad influenced 
by others—I liked it the first time." - 
Yvonne, 15.

“I started because everyone else was 
smoking." - Andrea, 23.

These people are cigarette smokers. 
But do they enjoy it?

“I like to smoke for social reasons, 
and I like the way it feels going down.”
- Henry, 20.

“I enjoy having a cigarette with a 
coffee or a beer. I don’t enjoy having a 
cigarette out in the cold." - Andrea, 23.

Is smoking a habit you want to quit? 
Why or why not?

“I’m trying to quit now. It’s 
unhealthy...and it stinks." - Henry, 20.

“I know I’m addicted. I do want to 
quit because of my health. I don’t want 
to for social reasons. But it’s hard. I’ve 
tried to quit before and it doesn’t work.”
- Andrea, 23.

“It has become a habit, but I don’t 
think I’m addicted." - Yvonne, 15.

This is Canada we live in, therefore 
you are free to smoke if you are over 
the age of 19.Think about it carefully, 
but it is your decision.

There is a 40% decrease in the level of 
monoamincoxidase B (MAOB) in the 
brains of smokers relative to non- 
smokers and former smokers.

MAOB is an enzyme which is 
responsible for the metabolic 
breakdown of dopamine, a 
neurotransmitter involved in emotional 
behavior.

Dopamine has been a factor in the 
addiction of almost all drugs of abuse; 
including cocaine, amphetamines, 
heroin, alcohol, and nicotine. Since 
dopamine levels arc significantly altered 
by MAOB inhibition (due to smoking), 
individuals who smoke are much more 
vulnerable to addiction.

The lower levels of MAOB in 
smokers results in increased availability 
of dopamine. The increase in this 
neurotransmitter can also be associated 
with reduced risk for smokers to 
develop Parkinson’s disease. The lack 
of dopamine causes the shaking and 
wild movements associated with this 
disease.

So what is the result? Cigarette 
smoking may make you resistant to 
Parkin son's disease, but it is also involved 
in the development of addiction.
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Dangerous facts for 
pregnant smokers

Human fetuses are also exposed 
to significant levels of nicotine and 
that there is a five-fold hurease in 

the incidence of Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrame among infants 

bom to smoking mothers. 
Brain Res Dev Brain Res 84: 

46-54(1995)

Seeing Pink = Positive Action
Sonya Buyting and then later in their pregnancy. Only 

half of these women were shown their 
test results while the other half were 
used as a control. Just over a 100 of the 
women shown their results were 
smokers. Most of these women were 
found to have reduced their tobacco 
consumption, and 20% of them were 
able to actually quit smoking.

In the control group only 7% of 
the smokers managed to break the 
habit and a few cut down their 
consumption. Approximately 45% of 
these women increased the amount 
they smoked.

There were major differences in final 
results between the test and control 
group. This could be due to the fact 
that the women in the test group were 
made more aware of their dangerous 
habit, and took action.

\
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A test was developed to detect the levels 
of nicotine in urine. This simple test, 
developed by Graham Cope at the 
University of Birmingham, helped 
pregnant women cut down or cigarette 
smoking.

Nicotine and its breakdown products 
react with test chemicals such as 
thiobarbituric acid to produce a pink 
colour. The more tobacco one has 
consumed, the pinker the results will 
be. These results are then compared to 
a standard colorimeter to quantify the 
amount of tobacco consumed.

One-thousand pregnant women 
were used for a pilot study in 
Birmingham. They were all tested for 
tobacco consumption on their first visit

Secondhand Smoke
« ‘Si:
t »

£ Sonya Buyting 
#> ••
St

Almost everyone is exposed to cigarette 
smoke everyday. Trying to avoid second
hand smoke is a difficult task. American 
researchers found that approximately 
88% of non-smokers have detectable 
levels of cotinine, a breakdown product 
of nicotine, in their Wood. Of these non- 

r smokers, less than 50% of these exposed 
Jj" people live with or work with smokers. 
J' This is a growing concern.
* Innocent bi-standers are constantly
* suffering from breathing in other

Did you know?
people’s smoke. There is an estimated 
3000 people in the United States that 
die each year from second-hand 
smoke. Also, chickens exposed to 
tobacco smoke were found to have 
developed fatty plaques in their arteries. 
These fatty plaques are similar to those 
which develop in humans leading to 
hardening of the arteries.

From cotinine levels alone, it is not 
possiWe to say exactly what ill-effects 
people might suffer from second-hand 
smoke. It does show that most people, 
smokers or non-smokers, breath in some 
cigarette smoke everyday.

Studies indicate that long-term, heavy 
smokers have more than double the 
normal risk of getting age-related 
macular degeneration (AMD). The 
major cause of vision loss in people age 
65 and older, AMD is a disorder in 
which the area of the retina that captures 
images in the center of the visual field 
breaks down. As of yet, AMD cannot 
be effectively treated. But (take note!), 
scientists have zeroed in on a method 
of reducing the risk of contracting this 
disorder: DON’T SMOKE!!

Science News 150:231 (1996)

The Bruxswickaxà.

A new York City case-control 
study showed that cigarette 

smoking during pregnancy was 
associated positively with 
chromosomally normal 
spontaneous abortion.

Am.J. Epidemiol 141:417-427 
(1995)
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\m Powerful Technology
• Uses the PowerPC 603e processor
• Includes a 6x-speed CD-ROM drive 

(standard on most configurations)
• Provides a large, 11.3-in (diagonal) color 

SVGA display (dual-scan or active-matrix) 
supporting thousands of colors

• Features an advanced Apple trackpad with 
tap, double-tap, and drag functionality

• Comes with built-in infrared technology for 
easy, wireless file sharing with similarly 
equipped systems

A complete solution
• Includes everything you need to be 

productive right away, right out of the box
• Comes with productivity software, including 

Clarisworks and Claris Organizer
• Comes with Apple Internet Connection Kit 

software, including Netscape Navigator, 
Claris Emailer Lite, Fetch, NSCA Telnet, and 
Newswatcher

• Includes software for remote access and 
cross-platform compatibility

Innovative Designs
• Features a sleek, contoured shape, and 

a variety of Bookcover inserts that let 
you personalize the appearance of your 
Powerbook computer

• Lets you flip the keyboard forward for easy 
upgradeability and service
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The Church needs the 
university Metanoia

John Valkmk

m
For the Church to carry out its 

mission and mandate, it needs the 
university.This sounds rather odd. Has 
the university not done much to 
undermine, trivialize and ridicule 
religion, especially the Church?

For almost a century educated elites 
dismissed religion as childish, irrational 
and even harmful.They included within 
their purview a vast assortment of 
religious beliefs.They even insisted that 
“God is dead," and predicted religion’s 
eventual demise and disappearance, in 
favour of a firmer faith in reason, science 
and teclmology.

This has not, however, taken place. 
Reason, science and technology do not 
seem capable of nurturing the human 
spirit. And so religion has not 
disappeared. In fact, the reverse has 
happened: “God is alive and well.” Not 
God as a “tyrannical and invincible, 
irrational, supernatural brute,” but as a 
loving Creator and Redeemer 
intimately concerned with humans.

An increasing number of people have 
moved away from the truncated notion 
of religion dished out earlier by atheists 
and agnostics. They are discovering 
warmer, deeper, and more profound 
expressions of religious beliefs. These 
beliefs, which may or may not lead to 
the churches, nonetheless will “help us

move with trust, hope and caring for 
one another into the next millennium 
(Margaret Somerville, “Why are atheist 
so passionate about disbelief?” Globe and 
Mail, Nov. 16/96).

That “trust, hope and caring for 
another" forms part of the mandate and 
mission of the Church. Jesus gave us a 
Great Commandment: “love God and 
love our neighbour." For the Church 
to live in the spirit of this Great 
Commandment in an increasingly 
complex world requires not only people 
with passionate hearts but also with 
perceptive minds.

Perceptive minds are not exclusive 
to the university, nor to university 
educated people. But the university does 
exist to nurture and challenge 
perceptive minds. It opens the mind’s 
eye to the world; its amazing wonders 
and myriad nuances. It also helps those 
minds find solutions to difficult and 
nagging problems in our world: “our 
concern for others far and near."

We do not so readily associate 
university education with active 
involvement in die Church. These two 
institutions are, more often than not, 
perceived to be operating in conflict 
rather than in concert. But ought this 
be so? No doubt each has its own 
unique mandate, but do they not exist

“...please put brain in gear before 
taking foot off brake...” in some kind of mutual or symbiotic 

relationsliip? Does not each depend, and 
benefit, from the other? It is my sense 
that the Church, for one, benefits gready 
from the university.

In die past the Church has had a close 
relationship widi the university. Most 
of the major universities in this country 
were established by churches. Higher 
education has always been deemed 
essential to equip or train people to 
engage in the affairs of diis world, “in 
the spirit of the Lord."

Secularism has dispatched religion to 
the private realm. But increasingly many 
recognize that the privatization of 
religion is impossible. Religious beliefs 
define who we are, and what we do.

A university education, and the skills 
gained from it, not only helps us 
understand who we are, but assists us 
as we engage in the affairs of this world. 
This is also of great interest to the 
Church. Does the university then not 
assist the Church in its mission?

Most clergy have a university 
education. Furdier, individuals educated 
in the humanities, social work, nursing.

and engineering are involved in 
outreach programmes: “love of 
neighbour." Individuals educated in the 
arts, counselling, teaching and 
accounting are involved in programmes 
intended to maintain and build a local 
church.

A university education also assists 
church members in assessing the 
religious beliefs they hold.The church 
need not fear this. After all, God gave 
us perceptive, imaginative, creative 
and inquiring minds for a purpose. 
Higher education may deepen and 
help one articulate their beliefs. It 
may also help one understand what 
it means to be the Church in the 
modern world.

Education is not solely for the 
purposes of securing a job. Education 
is for discerning who we are, how we 
are to relate to others, and how we are 
to deal with the nagging problems we 
face in our society and world. If these 
matters are also of concern to the 
Church, then university and Church 
ought to work in concert. Ought they 
be partners?

If I were in the habit of giving out gold stars, this week's award would go to 
Engineering Representative Darren Thompson, who seemed to me to be one of 
the few voices of reason at this week’s council meeting. During a debate about 
whether CHSR-FM serves the needs of the majority of students at UNB.Thompson 
said,“If you put the question out to students,‘Do we need a Student Union?’ a lot 
of students would say no."

The issue he identified is one that goes unnoticed far too often: do we hold 
ourselves up to the same standards that we expect others to live up to? For 
councilors and VP’s who argue that CHSR - with a yearly price tag of $70,000 
and a chronic inability to engage students - is not doing good enough, the 
is no. The Student Union - with a cost to students of ten times the

!

amount
CHSR spends and the same apathetic response from the students it’s serving - 
might be expected to have more sympathy and patience with its radio station.

But this phenomenon doesn’t just fester in your friendly student council; it's 
much more widespread. Consider the difficulty First Nations people have convincing 
other Canadians of their need for self-government. Most Canadians take their 
autonomy - based on a system of government developed out of our own cultural 
and religious heritage - for granted. What would happen if someone came along 
and tried to usurp our self-government, beginning with our school sytems and 
our land and then adding insult to injury by blaming us for the difficulty we had 
surviving ir a culture we didn’t ask for and don’t believe in? I think we’d be 
pissed. And yet many will argue that the problems First Nations people have, 
including unemployment, alcoholism and suicide rates well above the national 
average, are their own 
problems. It’s a double 
standard that we take for

l

“It is not the critic who counts: not the 
man who points out how the strong man 
stumbled or where the doer of deeds could 

have done them better. The credit belongs to 
the man ... who errs, and comes short again 
and again, because there is no effort without 
error and shortcoming ... who, at the worst, 

if he fails, at least fails while daring 
greatly. ”

- Unknown

fbrestg||5reeze
granted too often.

Social psychologists have 
identified the problem: 
although most individuals 
judge their own actions 
based on a wealth of 
knowledge about the factors 
affecting them at any given 
moment, they often judge 
the actions of others based 
only on a few superficial 
factors they know or can 
only guess at. For example, 
you may be driving down the street looking for an unfamiliar address. When you 
spot it, you slow down suddenly to pull into the driveway without signalling.The 
driver behind you honks loudly and gives you the finger after almost rear-ending 
you. You think it was a close call but no harm done and are upset that the other 
driver overreacted. You conclude that they must be an overly hostile idiot. While 
it's possible that you're right, it’s also possible that they are normally quiet and 
respectful, but have had a hard day and your innocent mistake just plucked their 
last nerve. Or maybe they recently had a bad accident in a similar situation and 
are automatically reacting emotionally to the scare you just gave them.The point 
is, just as you know there was 
driving and can excuse yourself for that, you should be prepared to recognise that 
other people have reasons for their behaviour, too. Instead, though, many people 
assume that the actions of others ate simply a direct response to them — the only 
reason you should be unhappy is because I made you that way - a pretty self- 
centred assumption.

This problem affects all aspects of our social lives, from personal social interaction 
to government’s social policy. I’d like to be understanding and say that most 
people don’t have time to educate themselves fully about the things they pass 
judgement on. It’s true that we often have to make decisions based on as much 
information available at the time or even trust our intuition. But I don’t think that 
right now there is even minimal recognition of how shortsighted it is to pass 
judgement on something you really know nothing about — and how resentful you 
are when someone does the same to you. An understanding of this fact and a 
willingness to admit that you don’t have all the answers could be an important 
part of how we interact with others if we want it to be.

“Oh, you darn Wildlifers”
Recently, I was inquiring in the 
undergraduate forestry lounge about 
some things regarding the annual 
Woodsmen's Competition, when 
someone uttered the words that I 
selected as the title for this article. Like 
it or not, attitudes are changing and I 
was frustrated to hear this comment 
once again.

To begin, 1 am a graduate student in 
the Faculty of Forestry and 
Environmental Management. I 
graduated from the Faculty in 1994 and 
have worked as a field research 
technician in northern New Brunswick 
and inthe Rocky Mountains of Alberta. 
After doing a lot of thinking during 
this employment period and searching 
for a potential supervisor for graduate 
studies, I decided to return to UNB for 
graduate work. I have been asked to 
loosely focus on the question of “How 
does forest landscape spatial pattern 
influence wildlife community 
structure?"

Much of our focus in the Wildlife 
and Forested Landscape Lab is directed 
at community level (multiple species) 
questions. We look at communities 
because, to borrow an explanation or 
two from my supervisor, we feel that 
“all management decisions are trade ofis 
because what is a ‘best’ decision for one

species is not necessarily ‘best’ for 
another species.” This means that in 
making a decision about what to do on 
the ground, a forest company may be 
making a “good" intervention for some 
species and an unfavorable one for 
others. When we refer to species, we 
usually mean birds and mammals and 
although our primary focus is on these 
species, the community justification may 
be applicable to a broader range of 
species. Consequently, it is impossible 
to manage for all species separately.

What is spatial pattern and why look 
at this? We refer to spatial pattern as 
the size, shape and juxtaposition of 
different patches in a given area. One 
example would be a mosaic of forest 
stands. For instance, pattern could refer 
to some larger scale of measure; some 
a8Bre8ate of similar forest stands or 
watershed boundaries. We believe that 
“to manage at large scale, we should 
aim to manage ecological processes. Our 
premise is that landscape pattern drives 
ecological processes which in turn 
determine the nature of communities." 
Because animals move and make 
decisions on where to go based on what 
they encounter and where it exists - 
die pattern of forest they see fit to afford 
them of food, water, shelter or all of 
the above - a relationship exists between

where diey go and how we change what 
they are encountering by timber 
harvesting actions.

I have the challenge of investigating 
further how our actions on the ground 
affect the communities of birds and 
mammals found in our forest. But I’m 
not only concerned with just these 
species. I'm also concerned with all of 
the management process. There is a 
necessity to do tilings better than we 
are doing and not manage for timber 
and only timber.

So it seems to me that I am an 
“everything-er," and not just a wildlifer. 
Certainly it could be argued that we 
don’t know how to manage everything 
in a forest, but this is not cause for 
reducing the management question to 
timber. We need to devise ways of going 
beyond the simple excuse that we do 
not know enough.

We now know much about how 
various biological processes work. We 
know something about ecological 
processes as well. The “system" seems 
to operate around us and with us in it. 
Why not investigate how we may better 
fit into that system of processes 
functioning in the forest? If you were 
to come to me and ask about those same 
processes and systems, I guarantee that 
I would not be able to answer all of

your inquiries. I have as much to find 
out about these topics as many other 
people in Foresty and Environmental 
Management. But from what I do know, 
it seems more intuitive to tackle the 
question looking at the whole, instead 
of continuing to manipulate the parts.

Thus, I would like to see the actual 
practise of timber management in this 
and other provinces evolve to forest 
management. We practise timber 
management because we are still 
striving to practise/orest management. 
With forest management, we should be 
considering all of the parts, the whole 
system. We have not to date.

So the next time someone spouts, “oh, 
those darn wildlifers,” maybe you will 
have a better foundation to take them 
to task and point out that we aren’t just 
wildlifers, but people concerned with 
making the whole process a better one.
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I If you would like to chat about anything 
I have stated in this article, I invite you 
stop by NF 219 and take me up 

conversation. It might be a great chance for 
us all to leant.

Jonathan Kierstead works in the 
Wildlife and Forested Landscape 

Laboratory.

Mudwump
A good Investment for the SU, common sense i

Joseph W.J. FitzPatrick^
A situation has come to the fore (once again) that gives students 

Insight into the priorities of the UNB Student Union.
The UNB Student Union Bursary has languished since 1992, unused. The 

UNB Student Union Scholarship, however, has flourished, making 10 awards 
totaling 35000 since 1991.

The difference between these two awards Is stark. So sharply divergent. 
In fact, that there can be only one conclusion: the SU has set Its 
Interests before those of the students It purports to represent.

How can this conclusion be made? let's look at how the two awards are 
given, and why.

The bursary Is awarded by the University (from money the SU donated In 
1992) "on the basis of financial need, to a member of the Student Union (Le. 
paid the student activity fee), who has completed the normal requirements 
for the first year of the program In which the student Is registered." 
(UNB Calendar, 1996-97)

The scholarship has no written description. It Is awarded by the SU 
Council on recommendation of the Awards Committee, headed by Vice- 
President Student Services. Despite whtt current vKss) Trlah Davidson 
claims. It has been awarded only to st .dents closely Involved In the SU. 
Financial need, though It may have been a consideration. Is demonstrably 
far from the main criterion. When a Beaverbrook scholar, with a 35,000 
renewable scholarship, employed by the SU the previous summer, and receiving 
an honourarla that year was given such an award, there can be no other 
conclusion.

So, one award Is made to students In financial need, another to SU 
Insiders. Still not convinced there Is a problem? let's look at how they 
were financed:

The bursary coat the SU $11,000 In 1992. As a result of a jump In 
enrollment the SU had a $25,000 surplus and $11,000 from that surplus 
donated to UNB In the form of the UNB Student Union bursary.

The scholarship was started a year earlier, In 199% with $4,500 from the 
SU budget going toward.! Its creation. Since 199% a total of $20,000 has

been Invested In the scholarship fund The fund balance Is $32,10a This 
year's SU budget calls for $7,040 to be added to that fund this 
bringing the total to just over $39,000. Okay, one cost $1%000 from 
surplus, the other $20,000 from the bottom line. Don't think this 1s such 
a bad problem? let’s look at how well the SU has administered Its 
Scholarship Fund:

Since Its Inception, the Scholarship Fund has been separated from Its 
budget. You may think that It has been Invested, and has been generating 
Interest. Too bad.

Apparently, nobody was able to find a place to Invest for more than 2# 
last year. And, even with $32,08, the SU apparently can't find some place 
to pay more than the 3.11# It would require to make the fund self- 
sufficient.

To the uninitiated Investor this may seem possible. After all. Interest 
rates are at the lowest level In 40 years. But wait, and please forgive me 
for suggesting this, but why not lend some money to Jean Chr tien? Any 
investor knows that the Bank of Canada offers low-interest ways to get 
money to Canadian Treasury like Savings Bonds and Treasury Bills. However, 
they are 100# guaranteed and have a wide variety of terms, from 30 days 
to 30 years,

A six-month Treasury Bill (known as a T-Blll) can earn you 4Æ9#. Even 
month-to-month, you can expect to earn 3£5#-2.75# this year. Something as 
unimaginative as a savings bond would have earned 54?5# last year, yet the 
SU was able to raise only 2#. What are we, a dairy? Wake up! A checking 
account la not a place to Invest money!

In five years, the SU has managed to generate a 14# return, 241# per 
year. Savings Bonds generated nearly 19# at the same time, 38# annually.

And before you think I'm just criticising for criticism's sake, here's 
way to save $6,000 this year: Pay this year's $%000 award out of the 
budget, don't make the $7,000 investment Into the fund called for In the 
Budget, and Invest the $32,000 principle more effectively. Conveniently, 
Savings Bonds are on sale now with a 12-year term. You can cash them

some anytime, and they have a schedule of minimum Interest rates for the next 
decade which would allow the fund to make a $%000 award every year, with 
$<%000 to spare.

There's something almost dirty about a student In financial need waiting 
six years before the Bursary Fund will have enough money to make an 
award while a dirty dozen will have received $6,000 for Involving themselves 
with the Union.

It's bad enough that the SU has left $1%000 to rot away In UNB coffers 
while students who might apply for some of that $1%000 have to pay to 
give $%000 to a deserving SU volunteer. But It's 
the Fund could be self-sufficient, the SU continues to rob from those very 
students the bursary could help.

How many more tens of thousands of student dollars will the SU put Into 
this sinking fund? How much longer will the SU let that bursary fund 
wallow In the UNB coffers?

Adding Insult to Injury, last year's Vice-President (Finance & 
Administration) Duncan Fulton never uld anything about It. Worse still, it 
doesn't appear anything Is going to be done about it this year. Though, 
for some reason, I expect it will come up at Council next week. I guess I 
must be psychic.

Here's some advice to our Intrepid VP Finance: take every penny out of 
the scholarship fund and make a donation to the UNB Student Union 
Bursary, then, take a closer look at the pattern of money the SU throws 
around and maybe spend a little less time counting how many unauthorized 
$3 phone calls CHSR made. You may find some ways to save the SU some real 
money or do some good with the money you have.

I ask you. In all sincerity, doesn't It strike you as foolish to Invest 
$28,000 to make a $%000 award, when the SU already awards $60,000 In 
honourarla? Why not just increase expenditures by $%000?

But, you say, it's not the money, it's the principle.
Precisely. There's one $32,108 principle wasting away In the SU chequing 

account, and another one of $1%000 wasting away In UNB coffers.
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Faith and Religiosity
Religion is one of the most some texts do have clear messages 

condemning homosexuality and 
bisexuality. Leviticus made a 
straightforward argument in his 
statement, “Thou shalt not lie with 
mankind as with womankind: it is an 
abomination.” This is a clear example 
ofJudaeo-Chrisfianity’s attitude against 
lesbigays. However, this same 
prohibition also condemns the mixing 
of fabrics, cutting hair, eating shellfish 
and rabbit, and having sex during 
menstruation: religion's selective 
omission of textual sections seems to 
be the case in this argument.

Saint Paul is another important figure 
in the religious argument against 
homosexuality. In his classic statement. 
Saint Paul uses the analogy of 
heterosexuality and homosexuality 
when he speaks of polytheism versus 
monotheism in religion.The analogy of 
men with men (leaving out lesbians) as 
a crime against the nature of individuals 
is clear, but not necessarily in the 
manner that many people interpret it. 
Saint Paul apparently refers to

heterosexual men going against their 
nature and engaging in homosexual acts. 
Unfortunately, he does not mention 
individuals who are by their nature 
homosexual (Sullivan, 1996). 
Nevertheless, the issue of homosexuality 
as natural in some people was not 
addressed until 1975. In that year, The 
Vatican Declaration on Sexual Ethics 
contained a statement that there are 
“...homosexuals who are definitively 
such because of some kind of innate 
instinct or a pathological constitution 
judged to be incurable.” The key point 
here though is that regardless of the 
acceptance of homosexuals as people, 
homosexual activities was still not 
approved by the Judaeo-Christian 
church - “Love the sinner, hate the sin.” 
However some churches now include 
and accept lesbigays even to the point 
of sanctioning same-sex marriages. The 
present issues that are being debated 
so far, may determine the issue of 
lesbigays in terms of religiosity; 
religious intolerance, ambivalence or 
acceptance.

contentious factors in the heated debate

Social debate needs to have base in logic homosexuality 
bisexuality. The ties between church 
and state have produced some negative 
results in the treatment of lesbigay 
people; although European countries are 
more firmly entrenched in religion-state 
policies than North American countries. 
Within
theological arguments 
homosexuality/bisexuality have come 
from the Judaeo-Christian tradition. 
Most Christian faiths denigrate lesbigay 
people to the position of“abominntions” 
or “aberrations of nature.” The 
accusations by many religions of 
lesbigays as sinners, sodomites or 
perversions of nature ring throughout 
our society. This is not to say that all 
religious people are homophobic or 
bigoted; they merely believe that 
lesbigays are not part of the “natural” 
scheme of things. However, a number 
do hide behind religious sentiment in 
order to justify their prejudicial attitudes 
and values, using a veil of spirituality 
to mask a discriminative stance. In either 
case, the consequences can be felt in 
the existence of certain laws 
condemning homosexual/bisexual 
behaviours or activities, the vitriolic 
bashing of lesbigays in the media, 
violence against lesbigays and the denial 
of equal rights to homosexuals/ 
bisexuals. In other words, faith can be a 
powerful tool for those who seek to 
deny humanity to other human beings 
based on religious belief.

Most of the Judaeo-Christian 
arguments against homosexuality/ 
bisexuality come from Biblical texts and 
associated literature. One of the main 
injunctions against homosexuality 
appears to be the story of Sodom and 
Gomorrah, two cities that were 
destroyed by God supposedly because 
of homosexual acts performed within 
the city. Yet if we actually read this 
Biblical section, there is no mention of 
homosexuality in the reasons for the 
cities' destruction. Some scholars, such 
as John Boswell, have argued that 
Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed 
due to their inhospitable nature. The 
Gospels by Matthew, Mark, Luke and 
John do not mention homosexuality, but
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To the Editor: language, poor reasoning, and lack of 

logical thinking are not confined to some 
inexperienced students. Such 
shortcomings on the part of those who 
wield power in our society lead to 
suffering and injustice. I have noticed 
flaws in a judgement of the Supreme 
Court of Canada, and have written 
several times during the last few months 
to the Minister of Justice and the Prime 
Minister of Canada, with copies to the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, but 
the response has been complete silence. 
The Judicial Council of Canada did 
respond by saying that they did not want 
to get involved. I have been asking a very 
simple question: is there a recourse if the 
judgement of the Supreme Court of 
Canada suffers from poor reasoning and

logical flaws? Perhaps someone at the 
Faculty of Law at UNB can answer the 
question.

I shall appreciate some specific 
responses from you to the suggestions I 
had made in my letter. For example, as 
to why the field of expertise or the degree 
program of your contributors at UNB 
cannot or should not accompany their 
names?

at:
v ;.r ^our decision to re-publish my letter in 
jr frdl on November 15,1996, without any 

deletions, was remarkable and speaks well
for your intellectual honest. As yo____
probably aware, the commercial 
newspapers edit letters as a matter of 

9V| course to suit their own agenda, or the 
philosophy of thier masters, or out of 
fear that they might annoy some powerful 

hr 8rouP in society, or simply to be 
,i “politically correct." There is very littie 

an ordinary citizen can do if his views

North America.
againstcation also assists 

in assessing the 
y hold. The church 
tfter all, God gave 
ginative, creative 
ds for a purpose, 
may deepen and 
e their beliefs. It 
understand what 
e Church in the

dr

tMi,

Matin Yaqzan
Department of Mathematics & Statistics, 
UNB (Retired)j,

un are tampered with by removing certain 
critical sentences or paragraphs, or if a 
letter is not published at all. The 

t.. newspapers assign such rights to 
themselves, and are free “legally” to do 

y whatever they please. The hallowed 
“freedom of the press" is confined to 
those who own the press or to their 
surrogates. Of course, some papers are 
better than others.

Editor’s Note: Because of space restrictions, 
my Jitll response to Mr. Yaqzan’s questions 

can be found on our tvebsite 
www.unb.ca/web/bnms.
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Council needs to embrace feminisma.”..

To the Editor: For council to move away from a 
feminist stance would prevent a true 

Within last week’s column “Council comprehension of what the Montreal 
Watch" it was reported that the Social Massacre symbolizes in the lives of 
Issues Committee intended to “make

dy.
You say in the editorial that the 

passages you had removed were 
“particularly offensive” to you. However, 
you did not elaborate as to what was 
offensive about them. The truth can be 
bitter, but need not be offensive. I stand 
by what I had said, and unless

vonyxsaifwomen. If UNB’s student body is 
some shifts in focus from past years." reluctant to use its feminist voice, I’m 
Such changes included a move from last saddened by the question. “Has ML 
year’s “slighdy feminist stance’ on social succeeded?" 
issues.” This new agenda put forth by 
council has left me some what confused. In sisterhood.

ifers”
someone

Not Another‘Chick Flick’!can point out a factual error or a logical 
L>.. flaw, I cannot revise my views just because

they do not conform to the popular 
U v thinking of the day. Every university 
,, student should have a similar attitude in 

any intellectual discussion.
As human beings, we are all liable to 

make mistakes. Some mistakes are more 
itt. subtle than others, and some people are 

more prone to making certain kinds of 
errors. For example, logical errors. Even

Firstly, I’m curious to know what Jina Rodas 
social issues addressed by council held
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I was watching Tltelma & Louise on television Saturday night for about the 
tenth time since it was released. I could practically recite it line by line and 
1 laughed and cried even more than when I first saw it. Without doubt, it is 
my favorite movie—perhaps a cliché to some, that a feminist should choose 
as her favorite the most obvious “chick flick” ever.

So let’s talk about “chick” movies. Steel Magnolias, Waiting to Exhale, How to 
Make an American Quilt, and First Wines Club all but a few that have emerged 
in the recent trend of films depicting ‘strong women’ and their experiences. 
While I’m glad to see such an interest in womens lives lately,I must say that 
it makes me a little uncomfortable that movies about women do seem to 
break forth in trends. Is it a new fad to be concerned with the woman’s 
experience? Will we soon be lost again in an endless pit of men with guns, 
and cars, abs, and attitudes? A historical look says “yes," we probably will. 
Before WWII was the first wave of feminism and with it were mainstream 
movies with aging actresses such as Bette Davis and Joan Crawford. They 
played the roles of independent women dealing with serious women’s issues 
(of the time). A surge of testosterone during the war killed this trend and it 
didn’t come back, ‘til now. Why am I wary of saying that this time it is here 
for good? Here’s why:

Many women I know are huge fans of Pulp Fiction, Unforgiven, and Malcom 
X——all three are movies with mostly only men and are absolutely about 
men. These women don’t need to be a man to watch a movie about the 
male experience and empathize with male characters. So where does the 
term “chick flick" come from? From the men who can’t or should I say 
don’t want to, enjoy a movie portraying the experiences of women. He 
walked into a video store with a woman so we know he likes them, so 
what’s the problem? Surely he isn’t afraid of becoming a woman (Bette 
Midler isn’t that convincing!). Could it be that men simply don’t want to 
know what a woman’s experience is? It can be pretty scary stuff! Chances 
are, a man might learn that women are raped, beaten, exploited, and on the 
upside—not dependent on men for sexual satisfaction! A movie might 
convey the insidious idea that women don’t ‘need’ men or that some are 
happier without them. And the problem is...?

The idea that so-called “chick-flicks” are men-bashing doesn’t make much 
sense. Many of them are a celebration of women, some celebrate the fret 
that women have achieved independence from men of left abusive 
relationships. When men are offended by these films does it mean that they 
don’t appreciate women, that they want them to be dependent on men, or 
is it that they don’t understand the turn-off of physical abuse by a supposed 
loved one? The hostility of men towards these types of movies only serves to 
depend the macho-ass-hole male depicted within them. If you are not one 
of these men then why so defensive? And what exactly is so personally 
painful about watching Thelma & Louise?

Do I think that the “chick flick” era is on its way out? Ask the men, the 
movies are in their hands—if they want them to be.

a sightly feminist stance. I did not notice JQ heck with BCUOS 
such activities and considering my ______
personal interests (i.e.: feminism and To the Editor: 
gender studies), I am disappointed tht I 
was unaware of these events.

hç
I am a student a St. Thomas but I am a 

Secondly I am concerned that such regular reader of The Brunswickan. I am 
a progressive feminist stance is now writing to complain about the 
threatened by these changes, especially Halloween issue of the paper. To put it
in light of the upcoming anniversary of bluntly, I was horrified!! In the classified 
the Montreal Massacre. For, as it quite section, there were several classified ads 
commonly known, ML (Marc Lépine) for trips to hell and to call Beezlebub 
premeditated the murder of 14 women at 666-4666. As a Christian student, I 
as an anti-feminist “statement” against was very insulted and I’m sure I’m not 
the advancement of women in the

r> mathematicians can make a logical error 
!I: in a complicated mathematical proof,and

may not always be logical in non- 
30 mathematical spheres of their lives. It is,

. therefore, not possible to “convince” a 
person of the correctness of a statement, 

.o if the person is incapable of logical 
ij thinking, or is not accustomed to using 
„ the language precisely.

Unfortunately, lack of use of precise

the one. I understand that Halloween 
positions of power. His actions spoke is an age-old tradition but ads like that 
loudly against the social changes are juvenile and uncalled for. 
indicative to the feminist movement and
attempted to silence the feminist voice. Patty Banks
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Julian» Fraser is a member of the UNB mrnyn's Collective. The Collective will 
be meeting Monday, November 25 at 5:50 in Tilley 222 to work on llw Montreal 

Massacre Silhouette Campaign. All uvniyn welcome.
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...music...films...exhibitions...theatre...arts..
Toronto Dance well-received

t

Studying Romeo <fi Juliet
follow. It was hard to understand at some 
points because the words weren’t pronounced 
all that well. It was a little awkward hearing 
that kind of language in the somewhat 
modern scene it was set in. However, the 
modern times approach really helped to keep 
my attention. The fancy cars and clothes all 
depicted a different era than was intended 
for this play.

The character of Mercutio, Romeo’s best 
friend, was really entertaining. And the Verona 
Beach Choir breaking out into Prince’s 
“When the Doves Cry” was a very nice 
touch.

DiCaprio plays the character of Romeo 
very well. The way Romeo showed his love 
for Juliet was enough to make any girl 
envious. DiCaprio’s stunning looks and 
charm really 
added to his 
character.
Danes
really good as 
well.
confession of 
her love for 
Romeo was 
entrancing.

I thought 
Romeo & Juliet was very well done. However, 
I think that true Shakespearean scholars 
might not see it the same way. The scene it 
was set in is too modern for someone who 
really liked the play “as is.” If you’re going 
to see this version of Romeo & Juliet then do 
so with an open mind - otherwise you might 
be disappointed.

Shelley MorellJethelo E. Cabilete involved the full company repertoire 
alternating from playfulness to serenity to 
Bach’s Suite.The uniformity of the costumes 
drew attention away from the dancers and 
focused attention on the movements 
themselves. The mirroring effect of a number 
of the choreographed movements was 
beautiful to observe and is indicative of David 
Earle's choreography.

Artemis Madrigals, the performance 
highlighting Stravinsky’s Duo Concertant, 
presented a different perspective of concerted 
motion. The vibrant costumes played well 
with the surge of wild sound from 
Stravinsky’s piece. The dances in this section 
involved exaggerated actions which seemed 
frenetic at times. Within Artemis Madrigals, 
there appears to be a chaotic element - a 
wildness of motion balanced by the surety 
of the dancers’ placement in the context of 
the dance. Arvo Part’s Arbos was presented 
in a magnificent performance entitled Fjeld 
(meaning a barren plateau).The five section 
piece involved a flow of duos, trios and full 
company dances that showcase some 
interesting themes. One prominent theme 
appears to be that of protector/guide. The 
first two selections involved symbols of 
messianic presentations and then a duo of 
what may be a mother-daughter? Lover and 
lover? Teacher and student? The almost

spiritual aspect of these pieces was shattered 
by the middle selection's lunatic dance. This 
was a disconcerting performance to say the 
least. The last two pieces resonated with the 
themes of a message given and burdens 
shared.The poignant duet moved fluidly into 
the powerful trio of apparently moving 
sculpture; inspired by “...the paintings of El 
Greco and Caravaggio."

The final piece of the evening was Pingo 
Slink, a rather odd name that truly fit the 
music and the dancing of the entire company. 
This selection contains some rather amusing 
musical scores and energetic rhythms. The 
entire atmosphere of Pingo Slink is that of 
the whimsical; a carnival-esque dance 
sequence that was very breathtaking to see. 
Apparently the rehearsals for this section 
were performed in silence. Only after the 
dance routines were learned and mastered, 
was the music added to the complete number. 
According to one of the dancers, this was 
Christopher House’s method of making sure 
that the dancers truly were working in 
unison, instead of relying on self-made 
mental notes concerning the dance steps.The 
entire company literally moved as one 
complete whole to the beat and measure of 
this upbeat and rambunctious musical score. 
This provided an upbeat finale to an excellent 
performance by the Toronto Dance Theatre.

The BrunswickanThe Brunswickan

The Toronto Dance Theatre (TDT) has been 
in the vanguard of dance performance since 
its inception in 1968. Dancers/ 
choreographers Peter Randazzo, Patricia 
Beatty and David Earle co-founded the 
company and have collaborated with some 
of Canada's renowned composers, musicians 
and so forth. The establishment of the TDT 
as a modern dance troupe has met with 
success across Canada, the United States, 
Europe, South America and Asia.

The dance company’s 1996-1997 tour 
began with stopovers in Atlantic Canada. One 
of these events was held in Fredericton this 
past Saturday at The Pla> house. The current 
Artistic Director has provided a wonderful 
choreographic ensemble which was enjoyed 
by the audience. The entire performance was 
composed of four selected pieces featuring 
a Bach Suite, Igor Stravinsky’s Duo Concertant, 
selections from Arvo Part’s Arbos and Robert 
Moran’s Three Dances.The dancers performed 
for a fair-sized audience and displayed their 
talents in stunning detail. The fluidity of 
movement and controlled dance styles 
highlights the complementary unity of sound 
and motion that is the hallmark of dance. 
The opening performance, Visible Distance,

Starring: Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes 
Directed by Baz Luhrmann 

Produced by Gabriella Martinelli and 
Baz Luhrmann 

Music by Nellee Hooper

I’m not a die-hard William Shakespeare fan. 
In fact I’ve spent most of my scholastic 
Shakespearean day complaining about the 
fact that I had to study “that stuff.” My 
second encounter with one of Shakespeare’s 
most famous plays was the classic love story 
of a pair of “star cross’d lovers. For never 
was a story of more woe than this of Juliet 
and her Romeo." Not a bad play.

However, I must admit that William 
Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet makes for a 
pretty good movie. I was quite skeptical 
going in about whether this movie — 

starring 
Leonardo 
DiCaprio 
and Claire 
Danes — 
was going to 
be good or 
not. I really 
expected 
the worst. 
However, I 

didn’t find the language all that difficult to

Her

Claire Danes
4*
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Leonardo DiCaprio

The recipe for a great soundtrack? Good artists 
combined with solid songs that fit the film 
perfectly and blended by the production talents 
of Nellee Hooper. And that's exactly what you'll 
find on The Motion Picture Soundtrack for

' **I1

I ■ i 5William Shakespeare's Ro ieo & Juliet.
Since the film was adapted for a more fresh 

and modern teenage hormonal overload, it 
would only make sense for the soundtrack to 
follow suit, right? Wrong. The soundtrack has j 
tight grip on exactly what the listener should 
experience. At no time does it get sloppy, and 
there are no songs used to fill space. The majority 
of the songs are originals that blend together 
wonderfully, which is actually a difficult task to 
accomplish when you are using the soulful 

Des'ree love theme "KissingYou" as the filling in a Butthole Surfers and One Inch Punch 
sandwich. Which is exactly where Hooper's superb production skills come into play. The 
soundtrack coos, slithers and rocks back and forth without losing a step along the way. From 
the opening tack, Garbage's obsession-fuelled "#1 Crush," with lead Shirley Manson sounding 
a lot like a zombie in heat ("I would die for you/I'd do time for you"), to the closer "You 
and Me Song" by the Wannadies, this is a soundtrack that does what it's supposed to do: 
entertain the listener as well as remind you of the film itself. And hey, it's an interactive CD 
as well, so it's double the fun.
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Drama classes take the stage
Brunswickan Entertainment Sitter is a marked contrast to the life in Episode 

in the Life of an Author.
Jean Anouilh’s writings play with the realism 

of the world by emphasizing the absurd. 
artifice of regular structures and expet. uns 
of the characters in his plays. Episode in the Life 
of an Author brings about a hilariously chaotic 
day in the life of the author in question (Darren 
Cummings). Throughout the day he is 
inundated with numerous visits by a host of 
people and the interplay with each person 
brings him closer and closer to Anouilh’s love 
of absurdity. The author’s wife (Laura Guay) 
threatens to leave him, his maid (Jennifer Elaine 
MacArthur) is pregnant and a Romanian 
journalist (Amy Lavoie) and her photographer 
(Keri Douglass) constantly badger him. What’s 
more, plumbers (Wesley Surrett and Vaughn 
MacDonald) arrive to fix a leak, and a drunken 
woman (Rebecca Moffatt) constantly 
incorrectly calls him along with an author 
friend (Dave LeBlanc), the author’s mother 
(Amy Patterson) persists in treating him like a 
little boy and a housing inspector (Cani 
MacLeod) suddenly makes a surprise visit. To 
top it all off, an old war buddy (Derek Surrett) 
mooches off him and an old friend (Daniel 
Perley) passes out in his living room. The 
ultimate finale of sheer chaos merely continues 
the farcical themes throughout this play.

The performances are tonight and tomorrow 
night at Memorial Hall. Starting time is 8 pm, 
and tickets are $4 for students, $5 for others.
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"Fjeld” .The Toronto Dance Theatre played to an appreciative crowd at The Playhouse last Saturday night. Their energy and exuberant demonstration of dance theatre 
shou>ed why the troupe has earned a reputation as an innovative and avant garde company. The lighting, music and dance were effectively intertivined as the 
choreographer communicated visions of human relationships and physical interpretations of emotion.

Theatre UNB’s 2170 and 3170 drama classes 
begin their 1996-1997 season with two comedic 
performances: Norm Foster's The Sitter and Jean 
Anouilh’s Episode in the Life of an Author. These 
two humourous one act theatrical pieces play 
upon the notions of ordered comedy and chaotic 
comedy, the humour in realism venus the humour 
in comic pretending and role-play.

The fint performance is Norm Foster’s The 
Sitter, a wry look at the interesting observation 
of a particular couple’s eventful day. Robert 
Langtree (Ben Hong) and Kate Langtree (Kerri 
Michalica) are a well-to-do couple about to 
embark on a night on the town. When their 
sitter, Mrs. Petrovich (Lisa Ott) arrives, the twist 
in the turn of regular events comes undone. 
The ordered placement of the Langtrees' 
preparation for an evening on the town with 
Mr. Langtree’s associate and wife comes to a 
halt as Mrs. Petrovich recounts a rather unusual 
situation in her apartment. What becomes 
apparent throughout the play is that fact that 
Mrs. Petrovich owns the building and is a 
widow with money. As her story unfolds, it 
becomes clear that the Langtrees are more than 
what they appear to be. This sets up a series of 
humourous conundrums which downplay the 
seriousness of Mrs. Petrovich’s situation. There 
are some good performances in the 3170 drama 
performance of The Sitter, most notably Lisa 
Ott.The highly organized life portrayed in The

The sensation, 
Brent Mason

Monkey hats and baseball bats
I\ I i Ode to SNFUi

In a warehouse out amidst nowhere, 
bodies flew throughout the air, 
landing harshly on the ground - 
no doubt - SNFU’s in town.
They sang in crazy monkey hats, 
and swung their burning baseball bats. 
With music cranked they really rocked - 
I suffered npyor hearing loss.
Then in the cold I stumbled home, 
and somehow conjured up this poem. 
Please come again, SNFU, 
and don’t forget those striped tutus.
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Know where to go?
• «, , U„ „ Hill. C„ * » ,„d

• Theatre UNB presents Norm Foster's The Siller and Jean Anoulh's Episode in the Ufi 
»/ An Anther.Tonight and Saturday, 8 pm. $4 students, S5 others.

• The Trojan Wmen at STU's Black Box Theatre. Until Nov 23.

• The Beaverbrook Art Gallery
Jack Humphrey: Compartmentalized Space. Now - Jan S/97
Saturated Fields.- Colaurfield Painting m the Permanent Collection. Nov 9 - March 16/97 
Exotic Foreign Locations. Nov 9 - Match 16/97

Drew Gilbert photo and story

A delightfully upbeat acoustic band with a 
very distinct sound. Their set included all 
original songs with the exception of a 
rendition they did of the classic “Knockin' 
On Heaven's Door” by Bob Dylan. The four 
members of the group worked together to 
produce a spectacular, melodic sound with 
some great vocals, phenomenal fiddle solos 
and a steady beat coming from the talented 
Congo player. And with the up came the down 
- soft mellow ballads played with style and 
grace.The only thing that didn’t go smoothly 
about this Saturday night was that Brent 
couldn’t keep strings on his guitar. The good 
thing about this was while he was repairing 
his guitar the fiddle player played an awesome 
interlude for several minutes and then floated 
into song when Brent was finished. Great 
songs, great band and a cool bunch of guys.

,
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• Exfoliation at Gallery Connexion. Donna Nield. Now - Dec 15. Info' 454-1433
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ginger has rc-emergcd from a 
JE cloak of obscurity to present the 
ffl public with suddenly I came to my 
ll senses. While ginger may have 
flfl come to their senses as a band, it 
■ isn’t showing in their work, quite Take thets. .

fu/iet

The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion have 
taken a lot of criticism over the years 
about whether or not they actually do 
play authentic blues. How do they deal 
with such allegations? They release an 
album with blues legend R.L. Burnside 
to show their credibility - impressive 
stuff. But then they release their fifth 
album. Now I Cot Worry, and it turns 
out to be their sloppiest, messiest record 
to date. At times it seems that a punk 
influence is almost as important as the 
blues, but that is due to the rawness of 
the music - the distorted guitars and 
the almost-decipherable vocals make it 
hard to equate this music with the likes

‘Alice In Chains,’ ‘Ice Cube,’ ‘Lonely 
Kings’).The background to who Willis 
is makes this one of the more interesting 
recordings I’ve heard hi a long time, 
but I challenge anyone to make it 
through more than three songs in one

A&M have got a lot of nerve. The 
idea that all the best songs that Robyn 
Hitchcock ever wrote appeared on the 
four albums that he released for them 
between 1987 and 1993 is a little silly. 
But that didn’t stop them from putting 
out a so-called Greatest Hits album that 
covers a very small part of his illustrious 
career. In their defense (for releasing 
it, not for naming it what they did), 
those four A&M albums were more 
than a little on the patchy side, so this 
actually turns out to be the best way 
to experience that period. In this 
condensed form, Hitchcock’s true 
eccentricity shines through; the more 
normal moments like ‘So You Think 
You’re In Love* sit almost 
uncomfortably next to the weirdness 
of‘One Long Pair Of Eyes.’There are 
plenty of commercial moments though, 
and a couple of covers, too, for good 
measure. All in all, not a bad collection 
but definitely not his greatest hits.

Curiously enough, Mr. Hitchcock 
also has a new album out (on a 
different label - he’s on Warner now) 
called Moss Elixir, and it shows that 
he can function quite adequately 
without his Egyptians. And like those 
A&M albums, it has some really good 
songs and also those that are merely 
okay. It isn’t a big departure from 
his earlier work, but nobody really 
wants him to change (except to

ginger undoubtedly recorded 
their best songs during their 
successful stint as The Grapes of 
Wrath, but now they’re a different 
band with a slightly different 
sound. The suddenly album sways 
more towards a percussion-driven 
atmosphere, but with a soft feel. 
In terms of evolution, the band 
has added a great amount of 
texture to each track, intricately 

interweaving each instrument into the mix. And Tom Hooper has certainly 
learned how to fit his voice into each song, especially the tune, "What I 
Need.”

The main problem is lack of radio singles: suddenly serves up nothing 
spectacular, while the remixed version of their past hit “Solid Ground" doesn’t 
sound any better or worse than Far Out's original mix. As an album the 
songs work well together, but ultimately serve as little more than background 
music for semi-relaxed late night study sessions.
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Dalbello (Lisa, for those of you 
who were wondering if this was 
a band or a person) keeps 
popping up in the Canadian 
music scene. The first instance 
occurred in the late 1970s, and 
resulted in a Juno award for 
most promising female vocalist.
Then, about ten years later, she 
reappeared and scored a radio 
hit with her song “Tango.”
History lesson aside, Dalbello 
appears as if she is planning on 
sticking around for a while, as 
her new album Whore is 
certainly a winner. The ten 
tracks on this album are a mix 
between 1990s radio-friendly 
rock (“Heavy Boots," “Easy”) and progressive, yet nonetheless catchy rock 
(“Eleven," “The Revenge of Sleeping Beauty"). To top it off, Dalbello has 
an excellent voice, and surrounds herself with accomplished musicians who 
do justice to her finely crafted songs. A surprisingly good album.

For your convenience, 
we will be providing a 
bus service from UNB.

of John Lee Hooker. But there can be 
no debate about the band playing the 
blues - tracks like ‘R.L. Got Soul’ and 
‘Wail’ (which is a real highlight of the 
album) demonstrate that point. The 
other real high-spot is a collaboration 
between the band and Stax Records 
star Rufus Thomas on ‘Chicken Dog.’ 
Wonderful stuff. Hell,The Jon Spencer 
Blues Explosion are so cool, they 
Dub Narcotic Sound System’s ‘Fuck 
Shit Up’ and that fact alone speaks 
volumes - what else do you need to 
know?

Sigh. I just don’t get Wesley Willis 
at all. I understand the bit about him 
being schizophrenic, and how the music 
he creates acts as therapy and keeps 
him sane - music can be a wonderful 
thing. But as far as I can tell, it would 
be better if the music was kept as a 
private therapy session because it really 
is pretty awful. Maybe that’s the whole 
point, and maybe that’s why he has such 
a cult following, but after working my 
way through Feel The Power (his 
sixteenth or so album), the joke had 
worn a little thin. Every single song is 
basically the same - the same rhythm 
from his Technics keyboard (Country 
Rhythm #8), the same song structure 
and the same irritating two minute 
sythnesizer solo in the middle of each 
song. Sigh. I just don’t seem to get it. 
And did I mention that he couldn’t 
carry a tune in a bucket either? Sigh.
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The Lemonheads 
Car Button Cloth

Regent
Mall

Supervalu!

The Lemonheads are consistent. Their past two albums (Come On Feel The 
Lemonheads, It's a Shame About Ray) are, in fact, both the same. This album 
can be considered volume three. That is not a bad thing, however, since it's 
exactly what people want from a Lemonheads album. It would be interesting 
for the band to perform something more like their early hardcore material 
(Lick), and it would be great to have the band be something other then Evan 
Dando, but that’s okay because the new album should be a success.

Car Button Cloth kicks off* with “It’s AUTYue," which is a great song that is 
quite catchy. The best song is, however, “The Outdoor Type," which tells a 
great story about lying to his love interest to fit the bill. This song is by far 
the best since their early days. Advice: buy this album.

mi 1 ‘ * hu

maybe return to the glory days of 
The Soft Boys...) and so the status 
quo continues. And if you want to 
see just how bizarre he can be, check 
out the short story in the CD 
booklet.

Staying with all things eccentric, 
John Cale has just released his first 
brand-new album of quite some time. 
Walking On Locusts is one of the more 
accessible things that the ex-Velvet 
Underground founder has released, 
and it could even be described as a 
pop album by someone feeling a little 
on the lazy side. It may be pop in 
the sense that it is easy to get into, 
but there is still something more - 
depth. Not only does it have some 
genuinely weird moments (‘Crazy 
Egypt’ demonstrates what happens 
when two eccentrics like John Cale 
and David Byrne work together), it 
also has some moving, ballady songs 
(including ‘Some Friends’ which is 
Gale’s final elegy to Sterling 
Morrison). Moe Tucker turns up on 
drums, completing the VU 
connection (funnily enough, Lou 
Reed is nowhere to be seen...), 
making Walking On Locusts a strange 
mix of the old and the new - the focus 
is most definitely on the new. It is 
probably best summed up by the tide | 
of one track - ‘Indistinct Notion Of j 
Cool*. How apt. A very classy album. I

•Anthony Davis

Dr. Harry A. BohnsackJ. 353• Kenny Fitzpatrick

wishes to announce that H and returning at 3:00pm.Dr. Paula Steffleri stage has joined in a 
new practice of
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Or that they even got the Dust 
Brothers, fresh from their work with 
Beck, in to produce this too? Sigh. 
Maybe it isn’t quite that bad since the 
lyrics offer an insight into the mind of 
the bus-obsessed Willis, who spends his 
time trying to go on “joy rides” rather 
than “torture hell rides" and also going 
to see the wealth of bands that he ends 
up writing about (sample song-titles:

F
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Fredericton author tells story of “masks”

A Marriage of Masks 
M.T.Dohaney 

(Ragweed Press)
176 pages

tSS Uiili

New book offers informed argument 
about homosexualityAfter twenty years of marriage and 

the birth of a child, Laura learns that 
her husband Kevin has been having an 
affair with a male lover throughout their 
relationship. His infidelity serves as the 
impetus for her to reassess her life; she 
looks back at the alienation she felt 
within her family and lier marriage. 
Where she once believed that she was 
not loved, now she sees that she was 
caught in a marriage that was 
necessarily without passion and the love 
she wanted. Her husband had denied 
his identity to create a “family” for 
himself and their daughter in the eyes 
of their community.

Although angry and betrayed, Laura 
finds strength in Kevin's admission of 
his homosexuality. In it she finds

confidence in herself. She learns that 
both were victims of appearances and 
circumstance. She learns that she 
not unloved.

Simply written and full of local 
references, A Marriage of Masks is a 
snapshot of human relations in a world 
that values how things look over how 
they are. It is a wonderfully 
straightforward and penetrating look 
into the repercussions of both sacrificing 
ones’ personal identity to satisfy social 
pressure, and of the human need to love 
and be loved.

Watch for more info, on M.T.Dohaney 
in an upcomming author profile.
Any questions or comments on the

Books Section are income and book 
reviewers always welcome.

homophobia to hemophilia, tolerance 
and understanding to hatred and 
discrimination; these are the results of 
the ongoing struggle by lesbigay 
individuals for equality and recognition. 
The many arguments for and against 
this would seem to overwhelm the right 
of lesbigays to live our lives as we are.

Virtually Normal. 
An Argument about 

Homosexuality 
Andrew Sullivan 
(Random House) 

223 pages

,r

Ensr Crafi

The Brlssh ickak I ill'
Set in Fredericton. A Marriage of Masks 
tells the story of Laura Stevenson, a 
woman who learns that her marriage 
of twenty years has been based on false 
affection and misplaced priority. Told 
tlirough a series of flashbacks, this novel 
unmasks the difficult and often painful 
realities of a marriage of convenience 
set against the backdrop of social 
acceptability and compulsory 
heterosexuality.

However, the case as it currendy stands 
appears to favour those whose positions

_______________ appeal to a unequal status for lesbigays
The Bmjnwickan in society. The arguments for equal * vVV, Sw C

One of die current debates within our treatment are few and far between. i(' j;'
society stems from beliefs concerning Andrew Sullivan, a Scholar of modem
homosexuality and bisexuality. These history/political science and former * ', ’
debates have given rise to massive editor of The New Republic, present, | ' M*

an interesting argument about ;

1

s

homosexuality in his book, Virtually 
Normal. An Argument About Homosexuality. 
The thesis of this book is simple; dissect 
the arguments, dogma, rhetoric and 
statements that argue against 
homosexuality and find the foundations 
that underlie these notions. These are 
explorations into how our society deals 
with lesbigays. This work is somewhat 
autobiographical for Sullivan. His own 
experiences as a gay man growing up 
in these turbulent times provides a 
perspective that many in the lesbigay 
community can relate to.

Virtually Normal is an examination of 
the various sociopolitical positions that 
exist in society with respect to 
homosexuality. Sullivan has taken 
certain particular beliefs and arguments 
in society and placed them into specific 
categories which reflect choices people 
make. As he states in the book,”...these 
terms are not mutually exclusive...they 
are ideal types.” However they do create 
a sense of where people stand in either 
one or more of his classifications.

There are four classifications which 
Sullivan speaks of that hold some belief 
or value system that supports, condemns 
or has an ambivalent position toward 
homosexuality. The classifications of 
prohibitionist, liberationist, conservatives 
and liberals do not correspond to the 
political ideologies of the same name, 
but reflect a complex system of values, 
attitudes and views that govern a 
person’s perspective on homosexuality. 
The prohibitionists see homosexuality 
as an aberration and abomination; 
reflecting the homosexuality-as-an- 
illness/sin perspective. Liberationists 
view homosexuality as a social construct 
that restricts and confines individual 
freedom to be who they are in society. 
The conservatives tolerate and are 
willing to allow for homosexual in 
society. Yet homosexual behaviours are 
not tolerated and in fret are treated as 
shameful. In contrast, liberals view 
homosexuality as part and parcel of who 
a> person is and it is the social treatment 
of homosexual persons that should be 
explored as infringing on lesbigay 
rights.

Within each classification, Sullivan 
explores the relevant values and 
supporting evidence that are used as 
the basis for each ideology. Whether 
the value system is based on religion, 
culture, ethnography, social pressures, 
history or geography, each section is 
revealed as simply a part of a more 
complex system. For example, the 
prohibitionist stance is based on a 
number of religious perspectives is 
not as clear cut as many 
prohibitionists believe it to be. 
Instead, what appears to be taking 
place is careful and selective omission 
of religious statements and emphasis 
on specific sections of religious 
doctrine 
homosexuality.

The purpose of Virtually Normal is not 
to devalue each classification s system, 
but rather to carefully consider why 
society views homosexuality as it does. 
Once the reader has been presented 
with the information, Andrew Sullivan 
then presents a politics of homosexuality 
which call for the recognition of 
lesbigay rights without having to impose 
a system of tolerance or understanding 
upon society. In effect, this would 
provide lesbigays with the ability to live 
their lives as equals with heterosexuals 
without compelling society to tolerate 
homosexuality if individuals do not wish
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This is not a hypocritical system, but 

instead recognizes the realities of our 
society. Just as certain heterosexuals 
should not force their homophobic 
views on people who do not 
change their opinions and altitudes, so 
too should lesbigays not impose their 
views on those who do not wish to 
accept homosexuality and bisexuality. 
Nevertheless, Sullivan's proposal does 
provide the lesbigay community with 
*e support and recognition of their lives 
as equal citizens in society. In the end, 
perhaps this is what we as a group 
should be striving for in the social 
scheme of tilings.
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Volley Reds edged by Hockey Reds split with bluenose foes
strong Tigers squad

Neil Duxbury

The Brunsmckan

V «OISONj NADI ANHg “It was like a playoff week” said UNB 
coach Mike Kelly. “We playedWednes- 

■■ day, Saturday and Sunday. All against 
hi good teams.”
■ And if it was February, instead of 
M November, then UNB would be pre-
■ paring for the next round after win- 
W ning two of three (beating STU and 
HI Dal, but falling to Acadia).
M The Acadia Axemen’s Saturday night 
g* visit was an ill-tempered affair. When 
SP division leaders in the AUAA face off, a 
gjjl heavyweight battle is expected. And a
■ battle it was, with both teams combin- 
H| big for 30 penalties.
■ The Axemen took the lead 14:38 into 
HI the game. Just as UNB was adjusting - 
■I having just killed off a 5 minute slash- 
■I ing penalty - Doug Reynolds picked

off a pass in the neutral zone. His 
centering pass found Chad Schraeder,

■ who put the puck past Ken Carroll into 
$1 the UNB goal.
« It was the same penalty but the op- 

posite situation in the second period. 
H| Just 20 seconds in, Carroll lost his bal

ance stopping a Greg Clancy effort. 
Wade Whitten jumped on the rebound 
to make it 2-0 for Acadia.

Despite coach Mark Hanneman’s 
emphasis on disciplined play during the 
intermission, the Axemen gifted the 
Reds a two man advantage for five 
minutes at the start of the third period. 
However, the Reds were unable to solve 
Trevor Amundrud and Acadia’s solid D 
until the final minute of play. With 
Carroll on the bench, UNB finally got 
full use of a man advantage. Billy 
Wright’s pass found Jason Campeau 
who beat Amundrud from close in at 
19:35.
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VNB’s Chris Zanutto gets down low to block this shot front Acadia’s Kevin Poivel. 

at 8-0.
While coach Hanneman was glad to 

have the two points and was happy with 
goaltender Trevor Amundrud’s perform
ance - “He’s played unconcious for us 
in the last few games,” - he is concerned 
about the lack of disciplme shown by 
his team.

“They just don’t seem to have lead
ership from within," is Dalhousie coach 
Darrell Young’s appraisal.

“The biggest challenge for this team 
is respect for all the opponents,” said 
Hanneman.This is something the Acadia 
coach has been emphasising in the 
dressing room, “but when you get up a 
couple of goals...”

After all, as defending National 
Champions, the Axemen know exactiy 
when the wins count in the AUAA, and 
that time is three months away. All four 
teams in the Kelly Division (Dal, Acadia,
StFX, SMU) qualify for the playoffs in 
February, while only one of the the 
MacAdam division teams (UNB, STU,
UPEI, MtA, UdeM) will cease play at 
the end of the regular season.

UNB 5 • 2 Dal
The toll of Saturday’s game showed 

in the Reds’ sluggish play during the

Christina Atkinson photo

opening stanza of Sunday’s game against forward Toby Burkitt accounted for 
the Dalhousie Tigers.

Despite being outshot 9-5, Billy 
Wright’s eigth goal of the season, gave 
UNB a 1-0 lead at the intermission.
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UNB’s goals.
Once again the UNB defense shut 

down the opposition, conceeding 
only 2 goals for the fourth straight

Last fall, Luke and Ted Naylor quit game, 
the UNB hockey team, resurfacing at 
Dalhousie this season. At the start of of the goal tending (Ken Carroll’s 2.50 
the second period they showed the Reds goals agabist average ranks him second 
what they had been missing.

After a UNB attack broke down, it fifth in the AUAA) boosts the defense’s 
was the Naylors facing a lone defender confidence, 
and UNB goalie Frank LeBlanc. A cross
ice give-and-go was decisively finished the other end of the ice, scoring two 
when Luke Naylor fired the puck over goals in the last three games and has 13 
LeBlanc’s shortside shoulder.

According to Zanutto, the reliability

, 1

in the nation, while Frank LeBlanc ranks

Zanutto has been just as effective at

points overall.
The Tigers went on to grab the lead 

on Jan Melichercik’s goal, but were tify when it’s a good time to jump into
unable to keep a hold on it. Within a the play,” said UNB coach Mike Kelly,
minute the Reds had tied the game. To this point Zanutto seems the most
Kevin Barry’s backhand cashed in on a effective in this area,
feed from Toby Burkitt.

Then it was Ryan Naismith demon- Mounties tonight at 7:30pm.The teams 
strating a spin move reminiscent of Luke split the previous two encounters, both 
Naylor’s rookie year and finishing it with played at tiny Mount Allison Gardens; 
a shot into the lower left corner of Fred the Mounties won the first 3-2 before 
Corkum’s net.

“You try to get defensemen to iden-

UNB host the Mount Allison

VNB’s Jayson Stewart spikes the Tigers. Maria Paisley photo

being rocked 9-2 by the Reds a coupleMaria Paisley _______________ then roared ahead to down the V-Reds
The Brunsihckan 15-13.

In the end it wasn’t enough.The Reds 
lost their first home game of the sea- 

The Reds rebounded in the second son, 2-1.The win, along with Sunday’s
The UNB Varsity Reds men’s volley- game with a number of good blocks to defeat of MtA left Acadia’s road record 
ball team got off to a slow start against keep them in the match. UNB kept Dal

at bay and took the gamel5-12, tieing

Two goals within a minute and a solid of weeks ago. 
defensive effort throughout die third 
period gave UNB a 5-2 win. Aitken Centre Wednesday night look- 
Defenseman Chis Zanutto and veteran ing to avenge last week’s 4-2 loss.

The Saint Thomas Tommies visit the

the visting Dal Tigers.
By the end of the weekend, the Dal the match at one. Reds swimmers stalk and beat TigersTigers had clawed their way to a pair 

of wins over the V-Reds.
UNB took a 3-0 lead before Dal 

began to climb back into the third game
The V-Reds and the Tigers met on and tied it up. The Tigers held a mo- Paula Crutcher 

Friday night in the first match of a mentary lead before the Reds’ fighting 
weekend double header. The Tigers spirit gave them a lead.The Reds hung 
quickly pounced on the Reds and swept on to the lead to win the gamel 5-10. The Varsity Reds swim teams were quite
all three games 7-15, 6-15, 5-15.

The UNB team showed more spirit match winning 15-13, forcing a fifth their arch-rival, the Dalhousie Tigers, 
in the third game than in the previous and deciding game. The Reds showed The men’s team came up with a large 
two games, fighting to stay in the match, a lot of spirit and held a lead for most victory of 68 points over the Tigers’

The Reds were a much more spir- of the game before the Tigers began to score of 38. The women’s team came
ited bunch on Saturday, as indicated in catch up. Once the Tigers tied the game very close to beating Dalhousie, miss-
the scores. Dal narrowly took the first at 13, they didn’t look back and went ing them by only two points with a
game. UNB rebounded to take the sec
ond and third games. Dal 
fourth game forcing a fifth.

In the first game, UNB lead 7-3 be- The Reds will not play another AUAA February, 
fore Dal started to catch up. The Tigers match until February of the new year. The meet started with a bang for the

Reds when the women’s team, com-

Mike Stevenson captured a gold in the 
100 metre backstroke, while Bill Hogan 
also came up with a gold medal per
formance in the 400 metre freestyle.

Other medal winners over the week
end where Andre Desaulniers, Kris 
Andrews, Rob Brander and Karl 
Babineau who came home with three 
bronze medals.The team of Josh Ballem, 
Rob Harris, Rob Brander and Bill 
Hogan went out with a bang to cap
ture the gold for the Reds in the final 4 
x 200 metre freestyle relay.

The women’s team won their fair 
share of medals over the weekend. 
Krista Morrison was a double medal 
winner with a gold in the 400 indi
vidual medley and a silver in the 200 
metre freestyle, Michelle MacWhirter 
won a gold in the 100 metre freestyle 
and a silver in the 100 metre backstroke, 
Megan Wall won two silver medals in 
the 50 metre freestyle and the 100 metre 
butterfly. Tanya Taylor had a great 400 
metre individual medley race to cap
ture the silver. Tanya Campbell won 
bronze in the 100 metre backstroke for 
the Reds, Stephanie Quiim grabbed the 
gold in the 100 metre breaststroke along 
with teammate Connie Maclssac who 
captured the bronze.

Head coach, Andrew Cole, com
mented positively on the weekend’s re
sults. “It’s great to see so many lifetime 
best season performances. It has been 
an extremely successful preparatory 
period. With continued focus on great 
training, the swimmers will be ready 
for the Canadian Open and a grueling 
Christmas training camp,” he said.

The meet was a great dress rehearsal

for the AUAA competition at the end elling to the Canadian Open in Que- 
of the season.The team got the chance bee City at the end of the month and 
to see where their weak points are and the rest of the team will now be focus- 
where each swimmer can improve, ing on Christmas training camp in De- 
Some members of the team will be trav- cember.

The Brunswickan

Dal played the spoiler in the fourth successful over the weekend against

g returns to UNB
January 8th matte the first practice greatest benefits the team has to of-

Mountain livery Wednesday evening, other skiers, ks a great time, guaran- 
th* UNB Ski Team tram on Slalom, reed," says Brian Cmtbers, Vice-Prez 
Giant Slalom and Super GS courses of the UNB Sid Team. With return- 
whh the experienced coaching of Cam ing veterans, Michael Jenson, Jason 
Bust, Peter Russel and Jason Jensen Hambly, and Victor King, the UNB 
of Crabbe Mt. fame. Ski Team will be out in

Competing in various races held at mountain, this season.
Mt. Farlange.Boley Mt-.SngarloafNB, Gordon Weary, Captain of the UNB
and their own Crabbe Mt„ the UNB Ski Team from 1995-1996, will not be 
Ski Team have garnered over 25 med- returning this season. Weary is en- 
ais in their two years of racing. “With joying the higblifc in British Colum- 
a majority of our members being first bia at the moment, but rumours of 
dme racers, our medal count is im- corporate kick-backs may see Wears 
pressK-e and encouraging tor a young back in New Brunswick soon. Filling 
Wam"^^Ubnmrpmfrd«, Weary', boots will be Elliot, Utde. 
of the UNB Downhill Racing Team. Little, one of the top-ranked senior 

-, Afld^$*p|»»so^^ men racers in New Brunswick will be
UNB SkiTeam. comments;“the dub leading the team to their continued

Mu* ^nT S°r UNR rv,97 T"
The UNB SkiTeam wishes to leave eries and Skiwolf Inc. at DundomlJ 

their mark on as many ski hffls in the St. for theit help with the team. A 
Maritimes as possible in order to en- final general meeting will be held 
courage other unvietsity racing chibs Sunday, November 24th @ 7pm in the 
and to broaden their own racers' ex- SUB cafeteria for all those interested 
perience with the enjoyment of ski- m joining the chib this year. For mote 
ing other mountains. “The social as- info' please call Nicole Lebrun (457- 
pect of the Ski Team is one of the 3927) or Brim, Oothers (457-3112).

on to win the gamel 5-13. Dal won the score of 54 to 52.These numbers leave
won the match 3-2 and left town having swept the team with some very bright pros

pects for the AUAA championships inthe weekend matches from UNB.

prised of Robin Fougère, Stephanie 
Quinn, Megan Wall and Jennifer Davis, 
won the 4 x 50 metre medley relay, 
beating the Tigers to capture gold and 
establish a new meet record with a time 
of 2:09:51.

force on the

$1 + Varsity Reds 
$1500 ???

ification, Sullivan 
ant values and 

; that are used as 
leology. Whether 
•ased on religion, 
; social pressures, 
y, each section is 
i part of a more 
or example, the 
e is based on a 
s perspectives is 
:ut as many 
lieve it to be. 
ars to be taking 
elective omission 
its and emphasis 
ns of religious 

pertain

The men’s team of Mike Stevenson, 
Marty Laycock, Kris Andrews and Andre 
Desaulniers followed this up with a win 
in their 4 x 50 metre medley relay.

The men’s team continued on to win 
nine of the remaining ten events of the 
competition. Josh Ballem was named 
Swimmer of the Meet after having a 
great weekend for the Reds, winning 
both the 100 metre butterfly and the 
50 metre freestyle, in which his time of 
24:43 set a new meet record.

Marty Laycock was also a double gold 
medalist, taking the 100 metre freestyle 
and the 100 metre breaststroke.

Adam MacPherson captured a gold 
in the 800 metre freestyle, Rob Harris 
won gold in the 200 metre freestyle.

Moosehead Chestnut Cashfest Guaranteed Win Night
That's right, On Wednesday, November 27, at the STU at UNB Hockey 

game, someone will walk away with $1500.00 There will be three names 
drawn this weekend from the list of people who register their student ID 
numbers at one of the three UNB hockey or basketball games.

The games are Friday, Nov. 22 MTA at UNB 7:30 hockey game at 
AUC, Saturday, Nov. 23, ACA at UNB 1:00 pm basketball game at the 
main gym and Sunday, Nov. 24, St. FX at UNB, 1:00 pm basketball 
game at the main gym.

Those three names selected will be added to three previously se
lected names for our guaranteed win night Nov. 27 at the STU at UNB 
hockey game.

Remember, in order to have your name picked you must attend one 
of the home games this weekend.

Don't let $1500.00 pass you by.

to

ualhy Normal is not 
ification *s system, 
lly consider why 
xuality as it does.

> been presented 
, Andrew Sullivan 
of homosexuality 
recognition of Results Schedule Athletes of the Week
having to Impose
or understanding 
feet, this would Hockey 

MtA @ UNB
Friday, 7:30pm 
STU@ UNB 

Wednesday, 7:30pm

Gordon McNeilly, Basketball Charlene Woolaver, Basketball
Gordon McNeilly has been named UNB's Valley Graph- Second year Kinesiology student Charlene Woolaver, a
ics Male Athlete of the Week. He led the men’s basket
ball team to a weekend split of games at UCCB.The
Varsity Reds opened their AUAA conference play with ley Graphics Female Athlete of the Week. Woolaver 

Women’s Basketball a 79-73 win on Saturdar-in which McNeilly scored 26 was the team's leading scorer in both games this week- 
. .. points and brought down ,9 rebounds, On Sunday, end as the V-Reds notched a pair of road wins at UCCB.

Ik Acad,a ® U>m : WMi poured in 32 P01"*5' includin8 a 5/7 P**”" UNB opened their season on Saturday with a convint-
Saturday, Ipm mance from 3-polnt range.while also finding the time to ing 86-64 win over the Open, with Woolaver being

StFX @ UNB add 7 assists and 3 rebounds in a hard fought 81-80 loss named the player of the game for her efforts, which
Sunday Ipm to UCCB. He is averaging 29 points and 6 rebounds per Included 18 points and 7 rebounds. On Sunday, the Var-

game after the fim 2 games of the season. UNB head sity Reds defeated a more determined Capers squad
Men's Basketball coach Hamilton was very pleased \ th his team by a score of 65-62. with Woolaver scoring 14 points

‘ captain’s e#ort and $tated thtt “Gordon realty stepped and pulling down 7 boards. Varsity Reds head coach
Mcaaia I® UMO up his game and led our team on the road." McNeilly is Joyce Slipp stated "Charlene's determination and dill-

Saturday, 3pm a fourth year member of the Varsity Reds men’s basket- gence led the team to the 2 game road sweep." A
StFX @ UNB bal1 team who is from Fredericton, NB. He is studying in tive of Fredericton, NB,Wbolaver is in her first year of

Sunday, 3pm the Faculty of Kinesiology. action with the Varsity Reds.

Swimming
Men

UNB 68.38 Dal 
Women 

Dal 54 - 52 UNB

i the ability to live 
ith heterosexuals 
ociety to tolerate 
iduals do not wish

Hockey
Aca 2 - I UNB 
Dal 2-5 UNB

member of the University of New Brunswick Varsity 
Reds women's basketball team was named UNB's Val-

ritical system, but 
e realities of our 
in heterosexuals 
eir homophobic 
> do not want to 
and attitudes, so 

not impose their 
do not wish to 
and bisexuality, 

is proposal does 
community with 
Jtion of their lives 
ciety. In the end, 
we as a group 

or in the social

inen »
Mens Volleyball # unb 79

Dal 3-0 UNB * - , w ....._
Dal 3-2 UNB

Women’s Volleyball ^b m m uccb

StFX 3 - I UNB 
StFX 3-2 UNB

na-

4t S ft
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OVER 2 MILLION 
STUDENTS SERVED.
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS SAVEDI i

l I
• Student Class airfares in Canada & abroad 

* Bon Voyage travel insurance • Tour Packages
• Student Work Abroad Programme (SWAP)

• Rail & Bus Passes • ISlC and Hostel cards • Language Courses
• Spring Break and Reading Week Getaways
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VVisit our web site at www.travekuts.com
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Student Union Budding, University of New Brunswick 453-4850
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Special visit by 
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Nov 28th 
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on the Keith's Label!
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Ü Starla

BBA(3)
"My roommate!"

Don L.
BA (2)

"A Mac Classic B"

Jayne
BA (1)

Daniel MacIntyre

BSC (2)
"Tina" "The designer of the Bio - Chem course!"

1
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I
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I
Robin Palmer

B? (?)
"The writers of those damn Saturn 

commercials."

Susan Elliot
BBA (3)

"My profs!"

Raymond Rice

BBA (10)
"Kelly Lamrock - just kidding"

Tina

BSC (1)
"Mr. Cranky Pants."
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Woman on my Wall
Death

Mystery of the unknown 
Dark, forbidding.
Curiosity,f Ü3SL»

which are of no return. 
B;. Death...
HI a victim of our body.

But our souls must live on.
eew.. hi ..

while;

m

I can touch he,.
_ (<îüütL

my fingers trace her j. ror ute without death
would be meaningless.L

m kjm

8B*lIm i *1In the cold What you call Sky, I call Father,
morning What you call Water, I call Mother,

Destruction of these Is truly the End, 
a. b my 6cdd*«. What you call Wolf, I cal Friend.

Lost in my ignorance Chris Doi
an artist said to me

“The definition of good art

As Is ,o with Her "M
’t know ' ”

otm

Untitled
1L

I hove fallen onceAron

I hove seen the 
brightest colours of day 

In the darkest hours of night 
id felt the raging UJARS of the uiorld 

resolve Into peace within 
my heart 

I hove heard the 
gentle songs of nature 

to In the silence of my soul and 
tested the sweetest fruit 
depths of my unconsciousness...

oil within your arms.
1 lived o lifetime In o year 

of your love.
y take each breath of life for me...
In your strength and conviction to keep 
eble heart olive ond to guide me 
this never-ending maze we coll life 

But then...
P slowly began to suffocate.

Desperately grasping for 
■eoir more colours more music... 

more life.
ed that I hod forgotten how to live on my own. 

A0DICT6D to 
your eyes your lips your love... 

t. So I pushed you away, 
jfc: ond now... here I om.
■blind, deof ond cold to the world,

■ H,n ° ro9ln9 560 of confusion.
* »»C ■El't It ironic that Ihod to 
f% lose my way
|p In order to

find myself?

$2, s§*3$

my.

N-aom».

_

M
:

■than the -:

|fd|
V.I go faster 

than with the :/
let

■T/2

srrr $,
safe A warm, feminineSSEC..—fPplIi S‘1

».tar À—SS-"
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fflke her h*) dhMk»

■ I wifi
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I’M stand close,
(too dose to see her) 

and bathe myself In her colours,,"rSLr
(Andtealingti

-4M M, ■' y* p;. af A , ':<l

I will
fc I will In

In afternoon fcar-rooms from one m 
> other

you o cherished p 
euour name in dru

m.earthy browns, green 
and red

spread across my skin/
Leaving nothing mWm

>will coll you t love, only love, doomed towF-^j 
the slightest provocation ™ 

with stories of you until they
will I

4 ■t ... .Wit.'

" W ^v°ur0QmeZkm#***4*^^

Vou.ixi

My dea^^®PBB|
Vou will never die <!i

Chris painted her 
but did net create her.

&

g®*;
He says nothing, though I ten Mm 
“she is my Goddess" 
he smile,
Wide, Cheshire-like

Chontol
m fg-

. Mà
" : W
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Men Against Sexual Aggression: Do You Have the Right Stuff?

;>• -C,s II

WRONG WAY ^iLtd^ful

1 The men ofUNB and St.Thomas face Aggression (MASA) is a volunteer, non- problem, and ultimately it affects all of 453-4820 for more information. If you
a dilemma, and that dilemma is sexual profit organization of university men us.The men of MASA realize that sexual think you have the right stuff, and would
aggression. The existence of date rape dedicated to educating their peers about aggression is a problem that all men like to make a difference, give MASA a
and the issues surrounding it have been the destructive nature of sexual need to confront. It is not a question of try. One in three women have been
common knowledge on university aggression. Its members include students male bashing. It is not a question of victims of an unwanted sexual advance 
campuses throughout the country for from Arts, Science, Computer Science, denying women a place in fighting a at UNB and STU. In very real terms,
quite some time now, yet the problem Forestry, Engineering, and other problem that confronts them directly, this means someone you know - a
continues to exist. A 1991 survey of faculties, who challenge male students
campus life indicated that one in three to question their values about women
women at UNB and STU had through workshops, group discussions,

r
téLt*

x/„ .Vi<$>
It is a question of men recognizing mother, a sister, a daughter, or a friend, 
women in a place in fighting a problem If you don’t know any women who have 
that confronts them directly. It is a been victimized, your circumstance is 

experienced an unwanted sexual and frank appraisals of male attitudes, question of men recognizing and unique, and, unfortunately, destined to 
advance during the previous academic The goal is a simple one. Given that an 
year, and ninety-six percent of those overwhelming percentage of 
victims reported being assaulted by reported sexual aggression within
someone they knew. Boyfriends, kind of ongoing relationship, men, as
nonromantic friends, and other partners in those relationships, need to
acquaintances topped the list of examine the values and behaviors that recruiting drive is on now on a bulletin
aggressors. Evidendy this unhappy trend lead them to force themselves upon
has not declined. Several sexual assaults women. Men Against Sexual Aggression in on Counseling Services, located in
have already captured headlines on exists to provide a catalyst to the the Alumni Memorial Building, or call
campus this semester.

A gloomy picture, to be sure, but
there are some who are working to aggression against women is more than 
make a difference. Men Against Sexual a gender issue. Aggression is everyone’s

€
% 7V confronting our own role in a change. Men need to take charge of 

women longstanding and ongoing problem: their own behavior in relationships,
some relationship aggression against the Violence and coercion can only be

women we care about.

•
f*

destructive, never constructive. One inO
We are looking for volunteers, and a three women can attest to that.

boards across campus. You can also drop Murray Heckbert is pursuing a PhD in 
History at UNB, and is a Peer Educator 

with Men Against Sexual Aggression.

03.'
e5C=*

process.
WHAT VO VoU MfAN, uxr? 

*W THf H£U CAN Wf HT
MASA recognizes that male

NOTICE
DR. PERRY AMOS

lowtidtedf Sloan
TheSEr^treSUltSo^
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t Eating Options for Residence 
Students

world
OPTOMETRIST

Wishes to announce the opening of his optométrie prac
tice located next to the Atlantic Super Valu in the Re
gent Mall. The UNB health plan reimburses 100% of 
the visual examination and offers $80.00 towards new 
glasses or contact lenses. Offering new ideas. New pa
tients welcome. All patients are given a written copy of 
their spectacle prescription.

All residence students except those in Maggie Jean Chestnut House are required to 
have a meal plan. In order for a student to make the most of this plan, there are 
many things to know. The Beaver Buck and the Beaver sponsored Theme Meals arc 
pretty well known, but there ate other options about which meal plan 
should be made aware.

For a variety of reasons, students may not be able to get to the dining hall during 
regular hours. For students who are ill, a friend can pick up a “sick tray" meal and 
bring it back to the residence. The friend should take the student's meal card to the 
dining hall and present it to the unit manager. It is the responsibility of the student 
to return the tray, cutlery, and dishes to the dining hall as soon as possible.

This year, for the first time, there are classes during dining hall hours. Students 
who miss a meal due to a university commitment are encouraged to order boxed 
lunches and/or suppers. These meals must be requested in advance by filling out a 
request form. Students also have the option of being placed on the list for “athletic 
dining". This service takes place from 7-8:30fm in the SUB cafeteria. Students can 
register for athletic dining through Beaver Foods or the Dean of Residence.

Another option for students may be to cook their own meal. Every once in a 
while, it is a great way to relax. In every residence, there is a kitchenette, and 

it can be fun just to cook up a storm! A Beaver Buck is available for the 
meal, and it is a great way of reminding yourself of why you got a meal plan 

in the first place.
Students with special dietary requirements are encouraged to visit the Beaver 

Foods dietician Tuesdays at the Student Health Centre (8am - 12pm). The dietician 
can recommend to Beaver that special foods be made available for the student. At a 
recent Food Committee meeting, many of the comments from students were regarding 
nutritional content and food preparation. Information on meal content and preparation 
methods is available from Beaver Foods (453-5175).

Sometime next term Beaver Foods will be asking students if they are interested in 
an optional Match Break meal plan. If the response is positive food service will be 
offered. Please keep watch if you are interested. Questions regarding food should be 
directed to the dining hall Unit Manager or food committee. The food committee is 
composed of student Food Reps from each house (except MJC), as well as 
representatives from Beaver Foods, Housing and Food Services, and the Office of 
die Dean of Residence. The Food Reps gather questions and concerns from students 
and present them to the committee.

and owners

less...

Open: M-F 8:30 to 5:00 
Some evenings and Saturdays. 

Phone: (506) 457-4005
x me
rlon to keep 
de me 
coll life\ x;WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOB SPRING 

BREAK?
WHERE EVER YOU CO, WHAT EVER YOU UO,

LET US MAKE YOUR ARRAHGEMENTS FOR YOU
WE DO:
♦ SOUTH PACKAGES
♦ SKI PACKAGES
♦ AIR ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
♦ GREAT BRITAIN & EUROPE
♦ AND S0000 MUCH MORE

AND DON’T FORGET TO BUY INSURANCE
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Jo&imote, Mark Ib on my ouin.
i
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Anthony Davis is the Residence Correspondent. He can be reached at 
anthony.davis® untxca

I

i II TRAVEL CUTSPOTENTIAL TEACHERS
If you want to become a teacher 

apply by January 31, 1997
A Consecutive BEd program for those who hold 

an undergraduate degree 
OR

A Concurrent BEd program for those enrolled in 
an approved undergraduate degree program

Applications available front:
Registrar's Office 

University of New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 4400 

Fredericton, NB 
Tel: 506-453-4864 
Fax: 506-453-5016

! CONTACT US FOR DETAILS:
i STUDENT UNION BOILDING

453-4850
i

v Gilbert Photo
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INFORMATION SESSION AVAILABLE: 

November 25, 1996 
4:00 p.m.

Room 143 - d’Avary Hall

(
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Staff Meeting 
Today
12:30
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450-BREW for details
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CLASSIFIEDS
The Rules: Classifieds are a free service offered by The Brunsivickan to the staff and students ofUNB and STU Content: 30 words or less each of which should be inoffensive on it's own nr in ™ni„rri™ ...i.i. r, , ... . ~„ ;----------■——-------------
confidential. If you are ashamed to submit your name with your classified, then it's not for us. Please don't use someone else's name. We sviU check. (Names are not necessarily printed but we like to have them for °"e wcck' Duckmre: Classifieds - .
in person, brmg your ID. Inclusion: Acceptance of a classified does not guarantee publication. There are many many places to lose things in this office. Especially if that thing is your sanity And finally The Bnauwidunmèrîtt th "ht t"* f./' kv sub|nin™8 a^lasaifiad 
classifeds have as much chance of getting pubUshed as the next mue of The MU has of being as good i, thinks ir i. g u your sanity. And finely. The Bnnuwicknn rererves the right to refi.se to publish my classified. Offensive

For sale 2 rooms in a spacious. Downtown, furnished 
apartment available to rent immediately. Kitchen, 
pantry, living room, spacious storeroom available. 
Rent S290/month includes all utilities, cable and 
telephone.

Wanted for second term two bedrm apt. close to 
UNB. Call Jonna at 472-1303 or Jolene at 455- 
5490.

UNB's Amnesty International group is meeting in 3rd Floor, starting at 7:30 pm. invitation is extended 
Caneton Hall. Room 217, at 12:30 on Friday,
November 22. Everyone is welcome.

Undergraduate Psychology Society - meet and 
greet planned for Friday, November 22 at 12:30 in 
the Snodgrass Room in Kierstead Hall. All 
undergraduate Psyc students welcome. Important 
info about grad pictures.

Chambers will address the issue of children’s 
literature in the aftermath of technology. The 
discussion will be held in Manhall d'Avray Hall, 
Room 261, 2 pm to 3:30 pm. Both the discussion 
and the reception that follows are free of charge 
and open to the public. A critic and publisher, Mr. 
Chambers hails from Britain. He is the first recipient 
of the Children's Literature Association's award for 
excellence in literary criticism and two-dme winner 
of the Dutch Silver Pencil Award for his books for 
young readers. For details, contact Lissa Paul in 
the faculty of Education, 453-4539.

to members past and present, and non-members, 
too, who may be interested in finding out more 
about the Group, and the Macintosh computer. 
There will be refreshments; and attendees are 
encouraged to bring any computer games, 
shareware or freeware that may be of interest.

Hobbyest quality radio-controlled race car. Never 
used. Still needs some assembly! S200 value new. 
Will sell for best offer. Radio not incl. Also rowing 
machine. Works great S30. Call 455-9182 or Email 
M5QN

Bachelor's dream come true. Large downstairs for 
rent (with bar, fireplace, and private entrance.) 

Spacious one-room apartment with sunny windows Located on McLeod Hill, so should have own 
and heat included in rent. Downtown near Kings transportation. Reasonable rate. Please call George 
Place. Inquire: 459-9759, leave a message. at 474-0283. Military Lecture: On Thursday. 28 November 1996, 

^ . the Military and Strategic Studies Programme will
Opportunity: Cooperating with organisations. Non- be hosting a visit to UNB by Professor David 
governmental organizations (NGO’s) and

York Rowing Machine. Excellent condition. Paid 
SI 99 will sell for S75 obo. Phone 459-4673. December rent free! 2 bedroom apartment available Rooms for rent in spacious downtown apartment.

December 1 for sublet. Close to UNB (Biggs St.), Less than 10 min. walk to campus. $290/month.
with balcony overlooking the St. John River. Utilities, cable and phone included. Call Andrew 
dishwasher, laundry facilities on site. Phone and at 455-9430 
lease message anytime. 455-6121 .After November 
29. phone 455-5389.

Bercuson, Dean of Graduate Studies and Professor 
intergovernmental organizations offer excellent of History at the University of Calgary. He will be
opportunities for cooperation because of the quality lecturing on the topic “The Decline and Fall of
of their research and knowledge about global issues Leadership in the Canadian Forres" at 8:00 pm at die
and development. While business interaction can Wu Conference Centre. The public is cordially
help you learn how to manage an organization invited to attend. Professor Bercuson is the author
effectively, NGO interaction can help you learn of numerous books on military history, including
how to manage communities and the world more several on the Canadian Armed Forces. His most
sustainable and justly. If you are interested in recent book is the newly pubUshed, Significant
interacting with leaders of civil society, then Incident: Canada's Amy, the Airborne and the Murder
AIESEC is for you. Meetings Thursdays, 4pm-5pm 
in Room 30, SUB or call 453-4959.

Four month student membership to Bodylines 
Health and Fitness Club. SI25 Phone 455-2244.

PersonalsDo you want to buy a Super Nintendo System for 
SI20? You get 6 games and 2 controlers. Call 454- 
9953. ask for Phil.

Available December, one bdrm apt. across from 
market on George St. Partially furnished $425. 
non-inclusive. Call Chris or leave a message at 
454-8827.

Looking for a date for the formal? Call Shane or 
Lemur at 455-3070 or Email at gf32.

Lost: Black hat with white “Swervedriver" lettering. 
Kinda rare. Phone 453-4983 and ask for Neil.

Comfortable and spacious 2 bedroom apartment 
to sublet with option to take over lease. $475/ 
month. Heat and lights included. Located on 
Northside. on bus route to campus. Call 450-9831.

Full size fridge. Clean and in good working order.
S100 firm. Call 454-1298.

f ' " ti t

One ticket tt> NFLD for female. Dec.‘24 te Jan. 7. Room for Rent: 1 room in 3 bedroom apartment. 
Phone 45l-97fi3. $266.00 ... Looking for a quiet, serious student. Available Jan

1 until summer or fall. Rent $250. plus $30 share 
1992 Honda Chic SI H/B: 5 speed, cruise, sunroof, of utilities. Excellent location - 1 block from Super 
15" Optimal wheels with two winter tires, alarm. Store next to laundromat. 15 min walk to Campus, 
excellent conidition. 120,000 km. Asking $8,500. Call 454-5720 (leave a message) or 453-5120 
455-7365 or p35a(<j unb.ca (evenings) ask for Jenn or Dennis.

Rooms for rent, 365 Southampton Dr.. Females 
only. Everything included. Phone 457-2733 (H) oi 
452-3027 (O)

ih Somalia.
Lost: Silver pocket watch. Sentimental value. 
Reward offered. Phone 455-0023.New Brunswick College of Craft 8c Design presents 

The International Socialists meet every Wednesday its Christmas Craft Sale. King's Place. Thursday, 
at 7pm in Room 109 of MacLaggan Hall. This November 28 (9am-9pm), Friday November 29 
week's meeting will be on “Wages, Prices, Profit” (9am-9pm), and Saturday November 30 (9am-5pm). 
with speaker Danielle Irving. All are welcome.

Wanted
MEOW! Lost on Monday: one female black cat 
with brown flea collar. Front paws are declawed. If 
you have seen this cat, please call 455-3549 or 
s74k<§. unb.ca.

In last week's personals. The Bruns shortened my 
name down to “A.R.” without asking me. I'm not 
afraid of having my name attached to my statements. 
Andrew Rosenfeld.

A motorized treadmill, and a 386 or 486 PC with 
monitor and mouse capability. No software required. 
Call 454-1298.

Talk on Dreams: The public is invited to a one- 
The International Capitalists meet all day all the hour talk on Dreams, presented by ECKANKAR, 
time. We rule the world, so wtiy not get to know Ancient Wisdom for Today. Monday, Nov. 25.1996, 
us a little better? 7:30 pm at die MacLaggan Hall (Nursing Building),

Room 125, on the UNB-F campus. If you are 
UNB/STU Gay and Lesbian Alliance meets every interested in the meaning of dreams and why we 
Wed. at 7:00 pm in Room 19E1 of the Alumni 
Memorial Building. UNB campus. GALA provides types of dreams, how to remember them, and learn
social and peer support for university and pre- how they can be a useful tool in your daily life,
university students and faculty who are coming then this talk will be of interest to you. Presented
out and those who are already out. New members by the students of ECKANKAR Fredericton, 
and gay-friendly heterosexual are welcome.
Next week’s meeting:Wed., Nov. 27...Games Night Aiden Chambers, an internationally acclaimed
with all of your favourite board games. Following children's author, will speak at UNB on Thursday, 
meeting Wed., Dec. 4...last meeting of the term 
and the GALA Christmas Party!

Need help in Intro Psyc, Psyc stats. General Roommate wanted, male or female to share five
Experimental or Child Development? Tutoring bdrm house on Regent St. Only ten minutes from New and used CD's, Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo 
available for exams and projects. CaU Carol or Chris campus and fixe from downtown. On bus route.

Rent $220 plus utilities. Call 455-2103.
games and systems. Top dollar paid. Call 458-5666 
(home) or 451-7177 (pager).at 455-5080.

dream; if you want to know about the various1982 VW Rabbit. $850 or best offer. 4 doors, Room for rent available now. Almost an apartment 
automatic, gets 40+ mpg, solidy body and with one very large TV sitting room, one large
mechanicals. Excellent interior, block heater. New bedroom, and half bath. Furnished, heated, lighted,
brakes and exhaust this summer - $400. Tires last laundry facilities, cable and kitchen privileges. Drive 
summer (CompTA and Yakohamas, $400). Needs 
windshield to certify: 454-0033.

1984 VW Jena Uitiej. S800. Lou new. 459-8#62.

Women's downhill ski boots size 9 to 10 and men's 
downhill ski boots, size 14 or 15. Call 454-6410 
for Maggie

Peter J. Cullen, I know I will never live up to your 
greatness, so I'm leaving you - Boris the Cat.

Erin: lost your number, still have the bed. Call me 
if you're still interested.

Lost for three weeks: orange and white female cat 
from Needham St. area. Miss her a lot. If she's 
moved in with you, please call 455-8453.

to campus every morning also on bus route. Rest Cross Country skis. Call 457-2733 (H) or 452- 
of November free. Male preferred, non-smoker.
Call 458-5705 if not there leave a message, we'll 
call back; * »

3027 (W)

Rides November 28.Through a series of questions posed 
by education students and the audience, Mr.1987 GMC SI 5 extended cab 4x4. $3500. Call 2 bedroom apartment for rent from Jan-April (4

month lease) "S600/month. Close to campus and 
malls. Clean and security building. Call 455-9526.

455-7945. Men Against Sexual Aggression 
Volunteers needed

Bruns staff meetings are Fridays at 12:30 - 
newcomers are welcome and all staff are urged to 
attend. Room 35 SUB.

UNB Ski Team: General meeting, Sunday, 
November 24, 1996, 7:00 pm, SUB cafeteria for 
all interested. Beginner to expert skiers welcome.

Need a ride to Moncton or Sackville, Fri. Nov. 29. 
Willing to share driving and gas. Call Mo @ 457- 
3919 or Email S5XY^unb.ca3-family yard sales. Sat. Nov. 23.17 Surrey Crescent.

household items, small electrical appliances. Hand Skyline Acres. Spacious 2 bedroom, utilities, laundry, 
powertools. 8am start. separate entrace and parking included. 5 min from

UNB. Available Dec. 1 or Jan. 1. 458-6583. After 
1986 Chev Cavalier. Inspected. Automatic. 450- 6pm 454-7784.
6308 afterm 6pm.

Looking fix a ride to Dalhousie. NB. On weekends 
and at Christmas willing to share expenses. CaU 
Sandra at 459-4942.

Men Against Sexual Aggression is a program organized by Counselling Services and is aimed at 
preventing sexual aggression among students of UNB-F and STU.The project Involves male students 
from both universities in educating other men about sexual aggression. Student volunteers receive 
three days of training as peer educators to provide 1-2 hour educational programs for other men on 
campus. The aim of the project is to help men examine their attitudes and values about women in 
the context of romantic relationships. Any male student interested in volunteering as a peer educator 
can pick up an application form and project description at Counselling Services. Room ? 9, Alumni 
Memorial Building. Application deadline is November 29. Call 453-4820 or Email masag unb.ca for 
more information.

Available Dec. 1 or Jan 1. One room includes heat. 
Prologic receiver with remote. 85 Watts x 2. Dolby lights, and cable for $250 per month. Call Alan at 
Surround Sound. Built in tuner. $280. 454-2166, 454-6368.
leave message.

I am looking for a ride to Toronto/Ottawa/ 
Montreal anytime after Dec. 12. Willing to share 
gas expenses and driving. Call Katherine 450-663!.

PSAs
Free Public Lecture on Sexology in Russian and 
Estonia. The second lecture in a series on Russia 
and Eastern Europe Today will take place at 3:30, 
Mon. Dec. 2, Carleton Hall. Room 125. UNB 
Psychology professor Sandra Byers led a sexology 
delegation to Russia and Estonia in 1995 and will 
discuss how the discourse on human sexuality has 
changed since perestroika.This lecture is sponsored 
by the Russian Studies Program at UNB and STU. 
For more information about this lecture or the 
lecture series, call Allan Reid of UNB's Department 
of German and Russian studies at 453-4636.

Large 2 bedroom apartment. January 1. 1997 to 
Bunch of CDs - including Sound garden, Bush X, April 30. (Summer option). 15 min walk to campus.
Marilyn Mamon and all kinds of other cool artists. On bus routes. 8625. Contact 455-9605 or 1987.
E-mail aa585fa fan.nb.ca for full details. w2x7(5 unb.ca.

Need ride to St. Stephen area every Fri., returning 
on Sunday.Will help with gas. Contact Mike, 455-

According with Carmen
(1:30 m Thursdays)

Featuring the best in pop, country, Bajan, Cajun 
Irish, Newfoundland and other island music, 

host Carmen Kilburn has live local artists as guest and 
welcomes requests.This show has proved very popular with 
people who enjoy good music, and a historical sketches of 
artists, including the host’s personal meetings with the artists.

Desperately reeking ride to and from Toronto for 
X-mas. I must arrive by Dec. 23 and come back 
sometime after Jan. 4th. I will help share driving 
and gas expenses. Call Cynthia @ 455-9860

Looking fix a drive to Scodand. Will share expenses 
and complain all the way for your amusement. 
Email bippyQunhxa

Ladies size M Ocean Pacific ski jacket $25 O.B.O. Large bdrm in a three bdrm duplex on Simpson 
Also white Notdica ski boots, size 26.5 $100 O.B.O. Court (across from Superstore). On bus route, 20 
Call 459-4861 min. walk to campus. Free washer and dryer in

basement. Rent $300/month, heat included. Call 
Scott at 454-7063.Arartments/Rooms
Large room in a house. Furnished, washer /dryer, 
dishwasher, parking, backyard and deck, close to 
downtown, 10-12 minute walk to campus. Great 
for a couple or someone who needs room. Call 
455-6343

Bachelor apartment to sublet - Church St. Great 
location! Close to UNB and Downtown. Available 
NOW! 5300/month negotiable. Call Mark 454- 
7797.

An open invitation is extended to men, women. 
University students and Youth to attend an evening 
with Angolan Missionaries, the Rev. Bob and 
Margery Malcolm. The meeting will be held at 
the Grace . Memorial Baptist Church, 
Northumberland Street entrance. Wednesday, 
November 27, 7pm.Their topic will be “How the 
Angolan people have coped with many years of 
war” and “How the war has affected the people 
and the church."

Anyone who is going to PEI the afternoon or 
evening of Dec. 18 and has room for one more, 
please call Gyro Inman at 455-8877. Anywhere on 
PEI is great and will share any expenses.

Housemate wanted: share unique furnished house Excellent location: Room for rent. Available 
near UNB. Mature-minded person. $250.455-7958. immediately. Single furnished room for female in

three bedroom house. Laundry facilities. Nice 
residential areas close to university. 455-4692.

Clubs and Societies V : f "\rf **** <' ,
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Play touring: Anyone interest in being part of a 
play dealing with the issue of homophobia which 
will be travelling to schools around the province? 
We need help writing, directing, acting, etc. Please 
Email Kelly Y3E3fcunb.ca

Kingfisher Books
Where Inquiring minds meet

An evening of casual interaction is in store for the 
December meeting of the Central New Brunswick 
Macintosh Users Group.The meeting is scheduled 
for Thursday, December 5, at the offices of 
Communication New Brunswick, 255 King Street,Great books, great atmosphere, 

- and feet order service!
10% student discount on books Sftkteftf ServicesWordPerfect for Windows 5.2 and 

Microsoft Word. Laser 4 printer. 
Experience in typing management 
reports, technical reports, and theses. 
No extrajh^g for simple revisions.

Contact Mrs. Heather Flinn 
506-4584)199 (8 am - 4pm) 
506457-0460 (evenings)

Kfy ?
fTYpÎNQ SERVÎC6v • Dean oi Students • International Students Advisor • ™~— 

• Transition to Employment • Stndant Heatth Centre ■358 Queen St. 
458-5531 

klngfishSnbnet.nb.ca 
http://www.brunswickmicrojib.ca/ 

-kingfish/kingfish.htm

Mon-Wed: 9-6 
Thu-Fri: 9-9 
Sat: 9-5 

Sun: 1-5

4 Résumé Preparation

Heather JAPEC, Japan Association for the Promotion of English for Children, provides Canadian students who 
are insterested in Japan and Japanese culture, an opportunity to visit and study in Japan. For more 
information write: JAPEC, EskakYoshikawa Bldg. 5F, 1-17-14 Esaka-Cho. Suita-shi Osaka 564,Japan. 
For background information contact the International Student Advisor's Office, Room 18. Alumni 
Memorial Building.

The HoSt Femlly Christmas Banquet will be held on Saturday, Nov 23, at the Brunswick St. 
Church at 6pm. For details, contact the International Student Advisor's Office at 453-4860.

l^oeird Foundation Financial Assistance Program - Students in an undergraduate or first 
professional degree program who are in financial need. All applicants must have a monetary need to 
qualify, but preference will be given to sons and daughters of: clergy, teachers, military personel, 
graduates of Royal Military College, members of Engineering Institute of Canada and members of the 
Mining and Metallurgical Institute of Canada. Applications available at the Undergraduate Awards 
Office, Registrar, Room 311 (3rd floor). Old Arts Building, Deadline is March 15,1997.

458-5543 (Hi 455-5231 (W)

Editing and Writing 
Services

el Z#TANNING WORLD iranrairB irai ram

I BOUTiewe

Copy editing, 
structural and 

styllsitic editing, 
proofreading, etc. 
Research papers, 
project assistance, 
graduate student 

theses, etc. ..

Student Package Special 
10-$35, 20-$60 »

15960FF1 free session offered with the 
purchase of any package

Northside:
154b Main St

450-4026

»
TO «1 STUDENTSmSouthside:

Carriage Place Mall,
900 Hanwell Road

„__________ 459-5260
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Ph451-9813Fax451-9317 :

E-mail: cadam@nbnet.nb.ca 
http://www.discribe.ca/adam/#' Z»m iniimi ra

Friday
Nov 22nd

- Every Friday, beginning at 5 pm, a spaghetti supper and a Movie Review is 
hosted by Campus Ministry in the Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. All are welcome. Do join 
us for fellowship and some good, thought-provoking discussions. Meet some new people.

Inter-varsity Christian fellowship - For an evening of discussion, song, praise, fellowship and fun, join us 
every Thursday evening at 7:30 pm. Meetings are held in die Alumni Memorial Lounge. All are 
welcome. Bring a friend.

C.S. Li vis Reading Group - Interested in reading some of C.S. Lewis* works? We will begin with Mere 
Christianity. Come join us. Wednesdays, 3:30 pm. Senior Common Room, McConnell Dining Hall. For 
more info, call John Valk.

Bible study - The hot* of Revelation is as intriguing as it is complex. It has also been much distored, 
if not abused. Interested in having it become meaningful and alive? Come join a small group who is 
interested in indepdi study of this piece of Scripture. Wednesdays at 12:30 pm, Senior Common Room, 
McConnell Dining Hall. For more info, call John Valk.

Graduate Student Fellowship - Interested in meeting fellow graduate students to discuss whit it 
be peuple of faith in an academic environment. Thursdays at 12:30 pm. Senior Common Room, 
McConnell Dining Hall. For more info, call John Valk.

Hbrsliip Services - Catholic Massa: St. Thomas Chapel. Monday at 11:30 am, Sunday Masses, 11:00 am 
and 4:00 pm.

Hbrsliip Services - Anglican Eucharist: Old Arts Chapel, Sunday, 11:00 AM, Wednesday and Thursday 
12:30 pm.

A dinner and a movieWasted!!!! SHORT TERM RENTALS
Individuals, Student

Rooms, apartments, houses 
available in Fredericton and area 

for short term tenancy.
REN 1 WORKS matches people 
to places and places with people. 

Ta register:
Call 450-RENT

Organisations and Small 
Groupe to Promote 

SPUING BREAK ‘97

u
t

j
11 MONEY md FREE TRIPS.

call INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS 
1-800-327-6013 

hBpV/wwwJcpLcom

illK-l•TÇïc
t' 10p.m.

RENTWORKS
See Gracie, Taktarov & More fight to the finish

Grey Cup Party"
Sun Nov 24t!e 
2x10 fool TV's

/ )< > \ mi Iijn',1 uni\ t'/ s/M Jcorcc: means to

ih| ‘T chose HI because 
I knew they were leaders in 
postgraduate IT training”

Hoi Lyots, BRA 4
SoftwareDev 
MoOwFqpa
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Never (1 Cover Chorge

"BWJUiMfi*SPIN « GRIN Laundromat 
+ video mmt.si., i»

n.en roues-au sunjeers
Order CaatoyTod«yw*hVlu/UC of C00

800-351-0222...color TV...study tables...clean+bright...
...friendly staff...dryers $ 1.25 for 40 minutes... 

...drop off laundry service ... ttflZf es v?L2S‘a$202j2: Æf—rc* AsoMome
11322 Idaho Ave., 4206-RR. Los Angeles. CA 90025

TYPING SERVICE 
LASER PRINTER 

Laura Anderson
201 MacDonald Avenue 
472-3286 • 472-6309

2 for l Videos Everyday
516 Smythe St.
across from Atlantic Superstore

We reserve find out how to gel a )ob in the knowledge economy
459-5552

Heidi has a degree and considerable experience as a result of 
her university co-op placements. After graduating with a BBA, she worked 
in retail for a year. Then Heüh came to ITI. ITI's professional placement 

team helped Heidi find a full-time job before she graduated 
ITI is the leaâng postgraduate IT training company in Canada.

The 9 month program includes PowerBuilder. Oracle, Visual Basic, 
Novell, Windows NT, and the Internet.
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4506195 Miami Tanning
Looking Pale

JÉL 10 Tans $39.95

newâ used
records, cds, cassettes 
t-shirts, posters, magazines 
buy, sell A trade

1 I

4îComics, BooksCTD A tV/1SB=SsiMti6E$
Irote- For a personal appointment or to register 

for an information session call:

1-800-939-4484
Includes 5 Turbositi Information 

Technology 
Institute

Our solutions are IT Professionals
HALIFAX MONCTON OTTAWA TORODTIO

T-SHIRTS • 
POSTERS • 

NEW S USED CD’S •

I
384 Queen St., 2nd Floor l£-mail: mfo@ili ca 

Web: httpllwvw.iti.ca. Tel: 458-9771 - 97 York St. 
Expiree Dec 31|
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